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NICOLA Dl GRECO 
Dear Ed, 
Congratulations! You and Mr Nicola di 
Gteco have published the best piece of bastar-
dised Italian Pve ever seen. 
Ell De SabbaU 
(Arts Student) 
PARADOX PERPETUATED 
Dear Editor, 
Like so many other Christians, Ross 
Ctaik keeps on asking us to "examine the 
documents of Christianity" and scrutinise 
its daims. Instead of ttotting out any of 
his * 'incontrovertible evidence" he pres-
cribes a reading coutse. This gets the ball 
out of his court very neatly, smce Semes-
terisation (that atheist plot) robs'most 
people of the time or Inclination to become 
a spiritual Sherlock Holmes. I once had both, 
and I flatly deny the assertion that Christian-
ity gains by investigation. All this suck-it-
and-see rhetoric reminds mc of a passage 
from Voltaire: 
I once knew a true theologian... He was 
familiar with the variant texts of Ihe Bible. 
For 30 years he tried to reconcile Ihe gos-
pels and bring the fathers into union. He in-
vestigated the precise date of composition 
ofthe creed attributed to the apostles, and 
.. how the Christian church was divided after 
its birth into different parlies, and Kow the 
dominan t group stigmatised all the others as 
heretics 
The difficulty of organising in his head 
so many things whose nature is to be confit-
sed... often disheartened him, but.... he de-
voted himself to them in spite of his disgust 
.... So lang as he lived he was tolerant, and 
as he died he confessed that he had uselessly 
worn out his life. 
Hoping you don't do likewise. 
Bruce Gaunson, 
BD (retired), 
B.A. 
letters 
REFECTORY PRICE RISES 
Dear Editor, 
Your article "Refectory Price Rises" was one 
'of the most tedk>us, jumbled and hotch-potch 
pieces of journalism I have seen for some time.' 
I realise why the author didn't put his name to 
it. 
A rise of about x percent in prices tells the 
reader what? (Para 1). Similarly, to say there 
will be average rises of 2 cents on cold range 
and 5 cents on hot range says little. The insert 
which says "info stai coming" is in line with 
the trend of the whole article •- it tells the 
reader nodiing of significance. It Is just ano-
ther example of the conthiual whitewash to 
Justify continued increased prices for stud-
ents. Increased numbers of students using 
the refectory also increases volume. More stu-
dents using the refectory should lead to de-
creased prices, not increased prices as sugg-
ested, because the indirect costs Le. fixed 
overhead (uicluding the interest on debt for 
renovations) will be spread over more pur-
chases, The indirect cost per unit of indivi-
dual purchase is reduced. 
Why should the Holt Room serve until 
10.30 pm? (Para 6) Why can't the people 
who use the library at night eat before 8 pm? 
It is too much to expect that people should 
be able to purchase hot food and drink after 
8 pm The self-service machine would still be 
av^ble and should suffice. People who eat 
at reasonable hours shoukl not have to subsi-
dize those who can't or won't. The question 
is one of service for a few versus lower prices 
overall. 
Was it the Unbn Staff Association that 
decided girls in the finance section of the Un-
ion Buikiing should receive subsidized meals? 
I have been told that the lunch vouchers for 
Union staff will cost the Student Union 
$7,000 yearly. Could the Chairman of 
House Committee tell me if that was one of 
the decisions of worker participation? 
Participatwn in deciskin making is essen-
tial to the successful functioning of modern 
industry, but worker participation is/should 
be more than a series of "give mes". It 
shoukl result in real decision making power 
to workers, not a childish game. Management 
needs you ? 
Many final year students ask 
themselves this question every year. 
To know you're one of many 
doesn't help when it's your tum. 
That's why we're here. The 
Careers CoiinsellingCentre. Why 
we organize a Campus Interview 
Programme every year. 
, We invite a variety of employers 
from commerce, industry and 
govemment to speak with students 
about the employment scene. 
In theu* own organizations and 
others. 
We're a counseUing service and 
information exchange. 
'Who needs you?' Maybe one of 
the visiting employers will help 
you work out an answer. 
If you want to meet one of 
them, it's a simple matter. Call at 
the Careers Counselling Centre m 
the shack behind the Social 
Scienws buildmg. We'll introduce 
you. 
A career is your life and your 
dedsion. We believe a little more 
information won't go astray. 
im 
THE CAREERS INFORMATION OFFICE 
C10.003SF 
as represented by the writer of the article, 
seems to be the various Union Committees 
with which the.staff meet. To me this is ty-
pical ofthe bureaucrats who comprise these 
Committees. Shouldn't the author be talking 
of worker-student participatkjn. The funct-
ion of the representatives on these Commit-
tees is not to behave as self^ppointed dema-
gogues answerable only to themselves, but 
to represent the faiterests of students. Real 
participation in decision makmg brings with 
it commensurate responsibilities - responsi-
bilities for profits as well as losses. It is not 
a game to be played by pseudo-avant garde 
intellectuals. 
In a period of hiflatun, in which we are 
now involved, price rises are inevitable. But 
the refectory, because of its great turnover, 
student fees subskly and non-profit funct-
ion, should be able to compete better than 
outside cafes with regard to prices for food. 
In many cases it fails to do tius. Let's not 
have these excuses printed in Semper ag-
ain. Why don't the buicaucrats admit to the 
failure they have created and hi some cases 
inherited? 
Yours, 
Ken Hayward, 
Don Hayward. 
LOGIC I 
Squirrels hide nuts in grass 
Pigs plant grass 
Squirrels are not pigs 
Pigs have no nuts 
Grass is good for squirrels 
Pigs pursue squirrels for their grass 
Squinels are not pigs 
Trees are rooted in grass 
Pigs root 
Squirrels nest in trees 
— Draw a logical conclusion from these 
statements. 
THE TRUE MEANING OF 
EKKA WEDNESDAY 
Dear Teacher, 
. I went to the Ekka last Wensday and rode 
on the octipuss and the Zipper and then i vom-
ited and then i had a dagwood dog and fairy 
Floss and had a ride on the decern cars and 
vomited I broat seven difrent sample bags, and 
while 1 was reading my phantom comic i vomi-
ted. 
And then we went to buy some strawbry 
icccreem and chips and we went to pick up 
dad at the pub but he was vomituig. 
Next year i'm going to go to lots of side-
shows that i never saw.this year and see the 
bulls. 
love, 
. Steven, 
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FOR eom,mm 
trnMiSiknirtotig 
The Australian Public Service Board's Admin istrative Trainee Scheme 
Introduces-about 30 graduates a year to administrative work through 
structured tralnlnfl and experience.. Competition for fhe scheme Is keen 
and selection standards are high. If you have a sound academic record, 
potential for administrative work and an interest In making things happen 
In Australia today, you should find the scheme rewarding. 
Present annual salary while training ranges from $7,252 to $8,469 
depending on the level of degree held. Promotion in the Australian Public 
Service is on merit.'Former trainees have found their training year has 
helped them to respond quickly and effectively to the demands of work 
areas which interest them. 
The next training year begins In Januaiy 1976. If you are interested In an 
administrative career In Canberra, apply to the Australian Public Service 
Inspector Australian' Government Centre, 295 Ann Street, BRISBANE 
QLD 4OO0 (Telephone 25 0122) before 29 August-1975. 
yJUSnWLMN PUBUC SERVICE BQ4RD 
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^ ^:^\^^yi,-...-...,,^;^:..,. . .^. ,. ^„..,- . . . 
. ;A Uttfekiiown or remembered fact on campus these, t 
: days|istliat:afew years ago, uriderqiiite outtagebusand' 
! unjust drcumstsinces, a University of Queensland lectur-
; er was forced by the Senate ("thiough the Vice Chantie-' 
• llor") fo face up to the prospect of disnilssal because of 
hbagreement'to the string of an artistic event which 
,.jad involved some''sexual content'*. ' 
[: Regardless of the content of any rhetoric which may* 
, officially be forwarded to justify this move against the 
i lecturer (which basically -^ ^ for lack of any substantial 
case - did not resuff in his dismissal) it is clearly true .• 
{that the real reasons lying behind the action being pur-. 
>8iied at all were largely moralistic- i.e., in diis case; .-
one set of conservative values opposing a different set 
' of a progressive and liberationalnaturie. ;; 
;; • [.liie university vvas in effect explicitiy or implicitly 
••atteihpting an act of ceiisoring. 
•1^ } These puritanical charges should never have.been laid ' 
tin tiie .first place. But, they were - and as a result the lec-
,: tiirerui question was left to incur quite heavy expenses 
• (nrnningiiito thousands of dollars) in order to stagehls 
. defeiice.: ' •: -
•^  Even though he was assisted in this regard by FAUSA 
r;;^ Federation of Australian University Staff Associations) 
.r; there is no dpiibt that; despite sonie UniVMsityofficisJsi;,, 
- dabtistothecohtrarji:(theseheirigbasedpn'irreIevMtle-;/v 
•gal mitrnbo Jumbo), this unjust.and iil!thhate%im^ 
ful action which the University had ir&ed^ vm dirisc^ ^ 
: ly responsible for much anguish, fiiianciallyahd other;). 
wise on the part of those"cbncerned.'«dtiiiRghtinig thVs >^  
: charges; ' iv • : ".'v ,^ •,•,,:;' :^fv''•^ •T,v^V•"•v'•'..9•i'^ ^ 
When tius fact was pointed bm 
"ate and subsequently a quite reasonable claim made dii 
. them for payment ofthe costs which theyihad caused, -
the Senate refused to agree to make such payment. They. 
4 ^ so even thotigb in an essentially similar case whidi oc '^ 
.. ciinred in South" Ausbalia, another University Cpuncil ; • i 
bad decided that a pa)^erit of this type vras their lespon-. 
. Over the last two years, the Senate's hegatiwattitiide 
to this question of iniyment has been reafTirmed several 
times, even up to and including the.most recent of the 
meetings of the newScnate. . r,^  ;^ /^^ • , ' ^ 
. One outcome of this unreasonableness bit the Senate's ;. 
part has been that FAUSA has passed a niotion of cen-
sure against the Vice Guincellor as well as the Senate of 
the University of Queehsland itself.' 
So far even this censure has not beeii able to make the 
Senate reverse its position in order to ensure that justice 
;j;isfinaUy'doiiecWhat will hap^ part of ^ , ' 
vFAUSAan^ hot really clear;i^ 
•i Aiolw^r, tti^.thuch is ~ a censure of iifiis type is a iseri- > 
; oils rinaiterlind surelyiall staff at this University should •. 
how aetata a iwitedinan^^^ to guarantee thattliis exisf-
", ing (jeiifflire^ islgiyeh teetlx so that justice ultimately is ach-
; ieyiwi oyer thisciae ^' othenyi«'mere Is hb jreaisbh to be-
lieve that staff diould ever be safe ftbin the possibility, 
of facing siinilar oppressive charges theinselves (LiJ. now 
that the precedent apparently has been "established".) D 
The whitewash continues ;^ Despite tlie fact that at 
the Senate meetihgof the 31 st July there was a consider-
able amount of time given to speeches regarding this is-
siie in the minutes pf tlie irieeting' (Report No 5/75), 
whidi are circfllated to the heads of tte Departments,-
there were tjnly three lines about thedebate:-'-Doctor 
Medlin, President of F.A.U.S A . addressed the Senate, 
oh a matter relating to the payment pf costs arising out 
of the proceeding under Statue 14 in 1972." 
This playing down of the importance ofthe incident 
is typical of the reactionary nature of the Senate. P ' 
THE UNIVERSITY'S 
"CATCH 2 2 " 
This article wiU give you an idea of . 
the workings of the University senate. 
. On the night of 28th Jiily the Senate 
approved a new set of Entry rules for 
the University; These are the rules.they, 
use to effect the quota system. A per-
son competing for a place in the quotaJs,. 
. is subject to ehse rules. 
Last year the Senate made a decision 
to allow people, coming from school to 
defer their place in the quota for a year. 
This allowed people to Work for. a year;' '> 
are certain of getting a place next year. 
This clearly discriminates against the less 
able students. ' 
This is just one example o f the types 
of decisions made on the Senate. I tried 
to have the offending section deleted but 
failed dismally. The Senate makes count-
less decisions like this. They give conces-
sions with the right hand, then cynicaUy 
take them away with the left. -
Brian Towler 
President. 
V.C'S SHAMEFUL SENATE 
:SEXISM > v> • ;;•• 
LATE FEES 
Hundreds of students have received 
letters in the past weeks from Registrar 
Rayner saying they owe $10 or S20 in 
late fees. Many students with veiy good 
excuses failed to pay tlieir fees on time 
and now are hit with this letter several 
• months later. 
If you have a good excuse for not pay-
ing your fees on time take the letter over 
to the Admin, and explain your circum-
stainces and ask to have the fine waived. 
' If you don't get satisfacfa'on ask tb see 
. Bruce Green, the assistant Registrar, who 
may be able to fix things up. He obvious-
ly can!t see hundreds of students but -
hopefully he won't-need to see that many. 
If you would Uke to offer some of 
your time in helping black kids in these 
areas, please contact Abschol via Union 
Office or fill out our Tutorial Scheme 
Forms at Union office. If you have trans-
port problems, Abschol wUl subsidise 
your costs and provide you with any 
other assistance you might need (inclu-
ding books, materials, referrals to educ-
ational specialists in specific cases). You 
don't have to be an Einstein to assist 
needy kids, just ah average education, 
a few spare hours a week an d an into- ' 
rest in humanity. . 
REFECTORY PRICE RISES 
STAFF REPLY 
One wonders where these two people who wrote the 
article Refectory Price Rises in the last issue of Semper 
received or conjured up this infonnation which they care-
fully iced tind served up to the students to chew on and 
swallow. We hope in tWs article fo show you the facts be-
hind the scenes so that at least you can chew and spit out 
what you wish. 
What is the staff association? It is an association form-
ed in the main inteiests of the staff and the Union to pro-
tect and provide a service to all in which all discontent 
with working conditions.can be voiced. 
A recent case has been the refectory staff. These wo-
men and men work in deplorable conditions. They are 
only given award wages and are not compensated for the 
conditions they work In or the fact that they are short 
staffed and spend all peak tune periods worked off their 
feet. More staff would decrease the jambed conditions 
of the students in the scramble race' at peak time periods. 
The staff still have no real room of their own. At one 
stage they were forced to change and have dinner in a . 
dungeon below the kitchen which was damp and full of 
mice with few lockers and one bare table. 
Price rises may be in part due to staff wages however 
staff are only paid award wages. Discrimination of age 
would cost the union a loss in the lack of experience of 
the younger workers. Every year the refectoiy mns at a 
loss. Tills is usually compensated by a large profit in ex-
temal catering. This year the deficit could not be filled 
as there was very little external catering. Promotion of 
extemal catering comes under the jurisdiction ofthe Re-
• fectory Manager who has in this aspect of trade failed 
miserably. His empty promises ofa rise In external cat-
ering for the coming months can only be greeted with a 
disbelieving moan. 
Although MrJohn Perry is partly responsible for the 
extended variety, range and quality of food, all praise 
must go to the Refectory ladies. The improved quality 
of food can be attributed to Hazel Crow and her kitchen 
staff. The ladies of each section must be admired for ach-
ieving so much from so little. 
Ih conclusion, I must refer to a small section of the 
artide Refectory Price Rises: quote "The staff are hap-
per working in the mote pleasant and successful environ-
ment". The refectory staff have never heen more discon-
tent with their environment largely because of tlie stress 
resuUing from severe understaffing and dangerous condi-
tions. 
Staff Association 
PRICES UP S26 
PEUGEOT 
Single speed $145 
5 speed $155 
^ 5 5 speed $155 
10 speed $17C 
5 speed $155 
speed $170 
PN8L40 ft PNSL22 FOLD-UP TOURERS. 
The brilliant multi-purpose cycle featuring the uni-
que Peugeot fold-up frame, split second fold-up 
mechanism enables you to carry your bicycle in the 
car boot or even a suitcase.. 
Frame incorporates Peugeot patented fold-up 
mechanism and a double lock cam. Quick release 
handle bars and seat allow bike to be disassembled 
In seconds. 
Models available — PLNS40 — 5 Speed 
- PLNS22 - Single Speed 
Colours available — Peugeot Racing White 
•~ Iridescent Blue — Copper 
— Orange . 
UEB 
GENTS LIGHTWEIGHT SPORTS TOURER 
The top selling lightweight adult tourer cycle with all 
the features of a genuine racing cycle al moderate 
price. 
Frame available In various sizes. 
Models available — 10 Speed 
— 5 Speed 
— Single Speed 
Various colours available. 
half chrome front forks 
Legendary Peugeor Paint Finish, hand lining. 
WEIGHT — 30lbs. (e.g. 15 kilograms) 
UE18 
UNISEX LADIES AND GENTS 
LIGHTWEIGHT TOURER 
Ultranjlodern lightweight step-through frame, with all 
features of the Sports Tourer. Unique lightweight 
rigid frame design in various sizes. 
Models available —10 speed 
— 5 speed 
— Single speed 
Various colours available. 
Half chrome front forks 
Legendary Peugeot paint finish, hand lining. 
3 WEEKS' STOCK LEFT 
AT OLD PRICES 
CAR RADIOS and 
CASSETTE PLAYERS 
Exclusive to the Union Agency 
'From the same factory as one ofthe top three brands. 
Spectacular value with a spectacular guarantee 
MODELXA92 
Cissette Player with fast forward and| 
tape end signal $45 
DELXAI 
Gazette player with automatic reverse| 
and programme selector $75 
| M O D E L X A 9 0 0 
(Cassette player and AM radio unit witi 
fast forward and tape end signal $90 
tYRES 
BATTERIES 
WHEEL ALIGNMENTS 
BRAKE REPAIR WORK 
The Union Agency will arrange purchase and fitting of new and 
retread tyres, batteries, wheel alignments and brake repair work 
at lower than usual prices through Firestone. 
Examples: 
Wheel alignments - normally $12.50 
Union $10.50 
Tyres 6,50-13 - normally $32,65 
(tubed) Union $24,50 
•MODEL MCR 1000 
jcassette player with AM radio. Auto, re verse | 
and programme selector $110 
GUARANTEE: If your SONIDO unit becomes 
unserviceable, it will be replaced any time within 
SIX MONTHS of the purchase date. LIGHTING SYSTEM 
UNK)N AGENCY 
MONDAY -
FRIDAY 
TELEPHONE 711611 
9AM-5PtVt 
Ttie Union Calculator Shop and tho Union Agency will 
allow a special discount of 4% off tho price of any 
goods totalling more than »100 as a single purchase 
made with your taxation refund cdeque as fuit or part 
payment before 30th Septemt>er 1975 
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TALKING TO JEANNIE 
I: Do you get tired of answering stereotype questions? 
J: No, I like talking to people - some of them do really 
good interviews. For instaiice, John Kerr at 4BH - 1 
don't think he's listened to my albums much - but he 
looked at the blurb on the first album and saw a Jose 
Marti quote and went into a rave about him. It was 
sort of stunning after the interview I'd just done before 
at 4IP where 1 felt that if I'd been a good lay maybe I 
might have been considered a performer. 
It's not just a matter of being a female - homosexual-
ity is rampant in the upper echelons of the industry - it 
is really a case that if you are male oj female, look fairly 
presentable and sing nice songs, you have more chance 
than if you sing songs you really want to sing. 
/: Is there a "best" medium for you, Jeannie? 
J: I prefer doing live performances - working on stage. 
I don't like television; I get rather terrified - it's a diffe-
rent medium altogedter. 
/; Do you feel tlmt T. V. is a performer's medium? 
J: It could be. Some people work better on television; 
they really enjoy working in that medium. But for a 
start, there's very little of the .training done that people 
need to get accustomed to 'it. I freeze. Biit many people 
prefer film. I've just read an interview with Bette Dav-
is - she is one person who really loves working in films. 
The first time I worked in a studio I didn't like it, yet I 
like studio work now - if I'm doing something I want to. 
do. There's still that terror when it actually comes to the 
final take: you've done all the rehearsals properly, but 
you know this one is going down, being recorded. It's 
there for people to keep looking back at. But 1 want to 
keep doing studio recordings. To me, any medium is a 
challenge, and I want to get better at it, to project some 
of the more immediate personality on film that people 
can project on stage. 
/; Why do you think it's taken you so long to get through 
to large numbers of people? You have a superb voice, yet 
a bt of people haven't heard of you. 
J: And after my appearance on Norman Gunston they 
still haven't - he forgot to announce me - the bugger! 
/: Could it be that you don't compromise on the material 
you use? 
J: I don't know. I get a bit sick of all the interviewers 
who write: "9 or 10 years at it and she hasn't made it 
commercially." I don't feel sour grapes about it. Perhaps 
it's because I've got older and I accept it more. The fact 
is, there are a lot of good singer-songwriters here, but there 
is also a lot of fear amongst accepted forms of media of 
using anything a bit different. Joni Mitchell is accepted 
here now, but four years ago, if anyone had done a Joni 
Mitchell song, people would have said: "Who is she". 
Eventually, singers here in a similar s^cene to Joni Mitchell 
» will probably gain some sort of acceptance. Dylan 
probably wouldn't have made it on television here - and 
. I don't mean m the sense of Dylan and Australia being 
different. Dylan's just not the sort of performer who'd 
made it on television anyway. Except that now there are 
younger audience programs, 
I: Are people becoming more cosmopolitan since you 
started performing? 
J: Yes, I hope so. Probably more because of a general 
coiiscience-changmg in Australia - the same as the late 
60's m the States, Audiences have grown a bit to the 
sort of music I do. Yet I really don't want to perform 
for one type of audience. 
The thing is, if the sort of songs I do, get exposure 
on shows Uke Norman Gunston then we could get 
across to a broader listening audience. I think that's 
where television offers huge benefits, 
I: Your songs are distinctively different, Jeannie. Has 
Yma Sumac, the Peruvian folk-singer hid any influence 
on you? 
J: I'm not sure about the influence. She's a lady I really 
admire. I like people who, whatever they choose as their 
instrument - voice etc. - really stretch it. Yma has in-
credible things in her top register thaf I don't have. There 
are several other ladies whom I admire because they try 
to extend, and that's the important thing. I remember 
goiiig to some dancmg dasses once with Keith Baia-
who does a lot of choreography around theatre. What-
ever people may think of the different forms of his 
choreography, The fact is that in his classes he says: 
"extend". I know it's not just Keith. It's a philosophy 
embraced by a lot 6f people in dance and the theatre 
- to extend yourself beyond what you think you can. 
At Jazz sdiool, and at the Con. wheni asked about 
domg (voice) classes, they said: '"We don't teach voice"* 
They separated voice off as if.it were no t an Instmment. -
Well, to me, it is. Why not try to do with yoiir voice what 
other people do \yith flute, guitar or any other instru-
ment? i just don't see it as terribly different. One of. 
the singers 1 most admire, CoUette Monnot, is not mere-
ly experiihenting with her voice for the sake of experim-
entation, but is putthig her ideas across as well. 
I: We were awfully disappointed that Quilpayan 
didn't get up here. 
J: Probably a matter of finances. 
Joan Jara is certainly about the bravest woman I ever 
met - made me feel, well, I hate the word "humble" (I 
always get visions of Uriah Heep) but it induced a cer-
tain amount of humility because she's in the very diffi-
cuU position that a lot of women are in - not just Chilean 
women, Chilean people - who will find a new partner 
and go on. It's very difficult when your husband's so well-
known to actually ever sort out your own personal life 
again. It's expected of you to continue to fight on a pub-
lic level like that. 
Another thing we were talking about was death. (It's 
one of my preoccupations). She said that "death doesn't 
have to be a maudlin thing, that you talk about death in 
order to make people aware of life. That's probably one 
of the reasons I find Carios Castanados' books so interest-
ing, especially the third one (viz, ifyou're aware of death 
and each person's mortality, then you want to do as much 
as you can while you're here. That's the only time you 
have got.) And it's also a good argument for me against 
suicide - every time I contemplate it. 
I had several talks with Joan Jara, one when I tried 
to ask her about the position of women in Chile (I was 
getting so aggrevated by the guys in Quilpayan 
and their attitudes to women),Wow! You certainly met 
some male chauvinists there - 1 can tell you - the only 
tiling in my life that neariy tumed me into a staunch fem-
inist. ActuaUy, it's no worse than a lot of Australian at-
titudes - but because they were revolutionaries, 
I expected some of their other attitudes to be different 
too. And they weren't. Apart from that, what they were 
singing about was very real. 
/.• The way the world is going, there 'll probably be some 
cause for you and people like you to sing about for the 
rest of your professional lives. 
J: It's Hke this lady, CoUette Monnot, says - people expect 
her to write and sing something specific on this issue or 
that one, but if it's not something she feels strongly about, 
she can't. She felt strongly about Chile and Che (when 
he died). So she wrote and sang about them. But when 
she was criticised by leftists of the left because slie sang 
love songs instead of political songs, she had to leave Paris 
because life became so miserable for her - they kept on and 
on about what she was doing all the time. 
/; Maybe that's tlie problem. You get a reputation and 
get stuck in a groove because it's what other people ex-
pect. 
J: 1 think aU you can do, if possible, is to try to maintain 
some'sort of hoiiesty or integrity to yourself - if you 
can. 
/; Jeannie, do you sing feminist music? 
Ijust sing songs. But a lot of tliem are songs women 
seem to identify with, for some reason. 1 choose songs 
more from a humanist point if they're going to be com-
muted songs, I choose lyrics that mean something to me, 
but I don't consciously choose songs that I think are non-
•commercial, A lot of the songs I do would be commercial 
- if someone wanted to push them. I don't choose fern-
mist lyrics. In fact, I find the idenUfication many femi-
nists seem to have with me strange. I've been very put off 
the feminist movement here because I feel that a lot of 
things the press pick up are aspects of the movement. 
which 1 don't reaUy think are important. Aspects, such 
as chUdcare, etc, are important. Simply because of biol-
ogy, women often have to make a choice between car-
eer and motherhood. Men don't. 
/.• Have you found it a handicap being a woman in music? 
J: Not at all. There are other things - the material 1 use, 
for example. For males douig similar material too. Bob 
Hudson's now made it after 11 years with the Newcastle 
Song, Eleven years! It's a joke! Perhaps if I were partic-
ulariy glamorous I would have found it simpler - but 
that applies to males in show business too - that you've 
got to go around and be an easy lay and be good looking. 
Possibly in other careers there are bigger barriers, but 
not in music, I think the barrier comes when females have 
to make a choice as to whether they're going to go on or 
stop their career to have children - especiaUy if they're 
by themselves and don't wish to be attached to someone 
else. 
I: When you were o verseas did you see any evidence of 
what you coukl call a women's music movement? 
J: I've listened to stuff here - 1 don't think it proves 
anything that a women's band can exist - Uke Clitoris 
in Sydney, for example - unless they're gomg to be good 
at vjiat they're doing. They get up there and can be made 
a laughing stock by musicians. And it doesn't just apply 
to women's groups. I've seen groups of left people per-
form at concerts - and unless they're good at their mu-
sic, unless they're good at whatever their particular form 
is, their ideas mean nothing because they're not masters 
of the medium they're using, I don't mean that you put 
off doing something forever - you'd never perfect it suf-
ficiently. You go on learning aU the time, It'sjust that 
you've got to have some sort of technique or craft -oth-
erwise you damage the message you're tryhig to get across. 
A female band Uke Fanny is good - because they're good 
musicians -r but a female performer Uke Suzi Quatro -
LEWIS 
AUDIOBIOGRAPHY OF JEANNIE 
What sort of little girl w^ ere you, Jeannie? Were you 
an eistedford brat? 
I'm an only child; my parents are a lot okJer 
than i am. I never went in for eistedfords - ex-
aminations of any sort always freaked me, and 
competitions freaked me. I liked singing, but I've 
always been ten'ified of people laughing at me -
which is why I didn't do a lot of things I could 
have. 
It's something I'm trying to overcome at this 
stage in my life. I used to drink a lot before I 
went on stage because I was so scared of being 
laughed at - which probably ended up with dis-
astrous results. I still like something to warm my 
throat, but not the risk 
What else? Well, I used tp read a lot. 
Where did you start singing? 
I was at Uni and in the C.N.D. and I went in 
anti-war demonstrations. We had a group called 
the Radiation Quartet (three English boys and 
me). Someone at a peace concert asked us what 
we were called - aiid that's when we got our 
name. There was a folk-boom on about then, so 
I used to sing at quite a few folk places. In the 
end, I fucked up Uni and I fucked up music too 
-because I never really got properly into either. 
I finished my degree two years later then I should 
have and then I started singing full-time - if you 
know what I mean. I did office work about six 
months of the year. But the last four years, I've 
done music full-time. 
People joke about the fact that I keep saying 
I'm leaving, but I don't have regrets about staying 
in the sense that I've got into things that would 
have taken me a lot longer overseas — like doing 
music for ballet and Sculthorpe's thing. Which is 
what frightens me about going overseas, I guess. 
I know I'll probably start at the bottom (if I start 
at all) on a money level, but I don't really want 
to have to start a long way back as far as the mus-
ic's concerned. I want to continue where I'm at 
musically rather than go back — even if I have to 
turn my back on thehuge financial successes that 
I'm having (sic). 
When are you thinking of a, new record? 
Km doing a concert in November for 10 nights 
in a new Sydney theatre complex called the Sey-
mour Centre (in the drama theatre) and that's to 
be the next album - hopefully a double this time 
D 
what she does is a load of crap as far as I'm concerned. 1 
don't pretend to Uke her simply because she's a female 
performer out there in front ofa male rock band. It means 
nothing to me. Whether she's a good musician ot not - * 
which she is^  in her own right - it's not where my head's 
•at, I'd ratiier go arid Usten to Nina Simone, Suzi Quatro's 
, not tryiiig to be a mad feminist - she knows what the 
entertaiiimeht business Is about - make it whUe you can! 
I've just been reading Joplin's biography (Myra Freed-
man). I don't think Janice had anything held against her 
because:She was a female - there was a whole "other 
world*' that.siie.mbved in where people tried to destroy 
• h e r , ; ; , i • ; ' • ' • • ; , \ \ , " . • . • • " • - . ' • • • . 
I: Butyou'doit'thave tpb'eafetninist to have women , 
identifying with you. ' • 
J: No, It's the same with Dory Previn - woitien identify 
themselves with her songs. To me, she's a lady with an 
incredible amount of insight — but not just on women's 
problems. She goes into so many things. She's brilliant. 
But women do come into it - a s one ofthe microgroups 
in society. Do you know that song of hers: When a riian 
loves a women, he's a hunter /\Vhen a woman loves a 
man, she's a predator? 
Dory Previn has always been known as Andre Previn's 
wife. Now she's making it on her own tenns. 
It's very strange when people put you "up there" be-
cause they see you as having made it - which I always 
find a bit of a joke, considering my financial status. What 
"made" means, I'm not so sure, but I find it strange that 
people identify me with feminism because I've never 
consciously sung as a woman. The songs I sing are very 
important to me. They're up front, I'm merely Inter-
pretingthem. D 
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IN THE NAME OF SCIENCE 
IN 1973 SCIENTISTS USED ABOUT 195,000 DOGS AND 66,000 CATS IN EXPERIMENTS. 
THAT SAME YEAR THEY USED BETWEEN 20 AND 25 MILLION MICE, AND BETWEEN 
EIGHT AND NINE MILLION RATS. 
In an mterview about the policies ofthe National Anti-
Vivisection Society of America, a reporter asked a society 
spokesman, "Do you object to aJ] animals being cut up foi 
research, oi just certain ones?" 
"We object to any creature being used," was the reply, 
"even a worm," 
"But don't you concentrate most of your attention on 
the larger animals such as cats and dogs and generally ig-
nore rats and mice even though they're the most common-
ly used?" 
"Sure we do," the spokesman admitted, "Just belween 
you and me it would be very hard to arouse public symp-
athy for a rat or a mouse." 
Admittedly there's not much prestige attached to being 
a rat or a mouse. Yet in the menagerie of animals used in 
research, the rat and especially the mouse are the domin-
ant species, towering over all others in their importance to 
research. They are the aristociats of all laboratory animals, 
pampered thoroughbreds hand raised in elaborate hospit-
al-like settings, a breed apart from the ordinary alley rat 
or field mouse.. 
The two animals really came into their own around the 
tum of the century when pioneering research in nutrition 
behavioural studies, genetics and cancer began. "Rats and 
mice are the most commonly used research animals prim-
arily for three reasons: their cost, availability and size," 
summed up Sumner Foster', Executive Vice Presient of 
Charles River Breeding Laboratories, the world's largest 
producer of both animals for research. 
With rats, nutrition researchers in the late 1890s were 
able to demonstrate what was then an incredible concept: 
that the lack of certain vitamins could result in specific 
diseases. We have the rat to thank for the discovery of 
vitamins E and Bg and the infonnation we have on the 
roles these vitamins play in the body. 
Around the.same time nutritional studies were getting 
underway, behavioural research using animals also was be-
ginning. Besides an animal that was cheap to keep and 
easy to reproduce in a laboratory, behavioural experimen-
ters needed one that was smart. It had to be quick learn-
ing enough to run mazes or perform tasks for such re-
wards as food or water or to avoid a painful jolt of elec-
tricity. They settled on die rat. 
Mouse-based research also came in the 1900s witli 
die rediscovery of Gregor Mendel's laws of heredity. They 
were already being reconfirmed in research done with dro-
sophila, the fruit fly, and researchers set out to use odier 
subjects to see how universal die laws were. "The people 
who were trying to verify Mendel's laws to see where 
Uiey applied to animals started to use mice," explained 
Dr Eiirl L. Green, Director of the Jackson Laboratory, 
die only mammalian genetics research center in die world 
and breeder of the widest selection of research mice av-
ailable. 
In time it occurred to these genetic researchers that 
the mouse might also make a useful animal for cancer 
research. As part of their genetic research, some experi-
menters began producing new strains, or breeds, of in-
bred mice by breeding brodier with sister. 
By the 1930s the demand for rats and mice had grown 
to the point where there was a real need for commercial 
breeders who could mass produce animals, "In those days, 
Foster explained, "^ he prime purpose was merely to pro-
duce large numbers of conventional animals with littte re-
gard to overall quality. Subsequent changes in techniques 
did not really occur untU the mid 19S0s, 
Then animal breeders began to move toward creating 
a new breed of rat and mouse, one that wouldn't upset 
some scientist's experiments by suddenly getting sick or 
by performing erratically. One goal of breeders was to 
produce a uniform animal so that, according to one tech-
nician, "someone in Berkeley and; say, Fred Farkle in 
Cambridge could have die same animal." A second major 
goal was to produce an animal as healthy and as disease-
free as possible. 
Probably die best way to see how these problems have 
been solved at least partially is to take a look at how 
Charles River Inc. operates. It is the largest breeder of its 
kind with plants in die U,S,; France, Canada, England 
and Italy, In 1973, it produced ahnost 13 million mice 
and rats, 
Charles River met the disease problem in die mid 
1950s by working closely with researchers from the Lo-
bund Institute of Notre Dame's Department of Microbio-
logy. All of Charles River rats and mice were started as 
breeding pairs made as germfree as possible. Taking advan-
tage of the best natural germ barrier, the placenta, Charles 
River technicians remove the yet unborn mice from their 
mother's womb by caesarean section, rinse them with a 
special disinfectant and place them in a sterilized glove 
box where they are massaged to life. 
Everything these animals eat, drink, touch and breadie 
is sterile and they are handled by their caretakers only 
with the glove inserts in their box. Some of diese animals 
may later be exposed to a number of specific bacteria to 
meet the demands of some research prc^tam or they may 
find themselves in the larger colony of disease free anim-
als. 
Even in this last enviroijment there are elaborate safe-
guards set up to insure that the bulk of the animals are 
sliielded from as much infection as possible. The mice 
and rats are kept in cages in large windowless buildings 
where everything is precisely.controUed, The animals bre-
athe air that has been drawn into the building through 
layers of filters. They drink sterilized water, eat pasteur-
ized food, and sleep on sterilized bedding in sterilized ca-
ges. Anyone entering these breedingjooms must pass -
dirough a germ security interlock of three chambers, hi 
die first, where a blast of insecticide kills any unwanted 
pests, individuals remove their street clothing. In the se-
cond, they scrub up to wash off any germs and in die 
third, they put on sterilized clothiiig - face masks, gloves, 
caps, etc. - before exposing themselves to the animals, 
Charles River is the first to apply these techniques on 
a scale massive enough to produce millions of fastidiously 
healthy mice, thus establishing their reputation as not on-
ly the largest but the most efficient commercial breeder 
around. 
With these techniques, Charies River produces eight 
strains of rats and seven strains of mice for producrion. 
According to Sumner Foster, die biggest customers for. 
both animals are the pharmaceutical industries who 
use them for screening various chemical compounds 
wliile a huge number of mice are also used in the field 
of cancer research. 
Besides producing germfree mice and rats, the comp-
any can also surgically customize animals in large quan-
dties. One of their more popular models is the hypophy-
sectomized rat, "This requires the complete removal of 
the pituitary gland which is considered by many to b^ 
the master gland," Foster said. Such glandless rats are us-
ed in endocrine research. 
Rats and mice are only two of the products Charles 
River produces for research. They also raise hamsters, 
rabbits, and guinea pigs, and recently bought an island 
off the Florida Keys where they plan to raise monkeys 
for research. They are the Macy's of animal breeders. 
This is not die case at the Jackson Laboratory in Bar 
Harbor, Maine, where the mouse is king. Founded in 
1929 by Dr Clarence Cook Litde as a private, nonprofit 
research center, the laboratory is the world's only cen-
ter for studying mammalian genetics and has also become 
famous as a virtuoso breeder of an incredible variety of 
laboratory mice. 
That was never part of die laboratory's plans but in 
the 1930s it just happened diat way. According to Dr. 
Eari Green, Dr Utde's successor, "What we used to do 
was take the excess mice ofthe different inbred strains 
• and set them out in the corridor at the end ofthe day. 
The mice would then be collected and held for a litUe 
wliile to see if anybody would like to have Uiem." 
"Prior to that," he continued,'"it was the custom 
to set the mice out in die corridor and then take them 
ofi"and kill them. Then one day someone from die Nat-
ional Institutes of Health was here who said 'why are 
you killing all these mice? Why aren't you making them 
available to other people?' So the laboratory started to 
do so and now it operates as a business related activity." 
A mouse buyer now has a choice of over 60 different 
kinds of J AX mice available from their tegulai product-
ion stock of mouse strains and if he is particulariy inter-
esteti, he also can buy a couple of mice from among 100 
strains used in research at Jackson, Jackson is not a breed-
er on a massive scale like Charies River - Jackson pro-
duces only about two million mice per year for sale - but 
its fame as a breeder rests on its ability to produce and 
preserve an immense variety of mouse strains. 
It is particulariy adept at producing inbred strains of 
mice, animals wliich react unifomily lo testing and there-
by eliminate many ofthe variables diat plague every ex-
perimenter. Only after 20 successive generations of brot-
her-sister matings, a time period of at least seven years, 
does the breeder get a good inbred strain of mice that are 
about 95 percent idenUcal with one another. This iden-
tity goes past the superficial level of just looking or act-
(cont. overpage) 
a Mmper floreat 
ing alike. It goes past all organs and tissue, down to the 
level of the cell and even otie step beyond diat to nucl-
eus of the cell where the animal's hereditary characterist-
ics are held in the thread-Uke chromosomes. 
By this technique, inherited peculiariUes of a certain 
kind of mouse can be fixed in a thoroughbred model. 
A large number ofthe inbred mice produced diis way are 
especially suited for cancer research. For example the 
model with the code name AKR/J succumbs to leukem-
ia after about six months and makes a handy animal mo-
del for studying that disease. Another strain, called BALE/ 
CJ is extremely sensitive to radiation and is also widely 
used in cancer programs, A different breed, the DBA/2J 
mouse, will have seizures at die sound of a loud noise 
such as a handclap, hi all, die laboratory offers a selec-
tion of 50 inbred strains in general production. 
For those who want die qualities of two inbreds in 
die same mouse, the laboratory has a line of 11 special 
hybrids which are the offspring of two inbreds. So if a 
researcher wants a mouse with die weak immunology of 
one strain and the propensity to have tumors of another 
he can marry the two and produce a hybrid. 
Jackson also sells a specialized kind of mouse called 
the congenic resistant strain which is almost identical to 
the standard selection of inbred strains with one impor-
tant difference. Tissue transplants ordinarily can be made 
between two animals of the same inbred strain because 
diey have the same H-factors or histocompatibility fact-
ors. These are features coded into genes that are respon-
sible for rejecting transplants from a body with a difi'er-
ent genetic makeup. If there is not a perfect match be-
tween these factors in tissue donor and recipient, no trans-
plant will take. Congenic resistant mice are inbred strains 
into which has been bred a gene that will produce an H-
factor different from those of similar mbred mice. What 
diis animal does is offer researchers studying immuno-
logy and transplants die opportunity to examine how a 
specific H-faclor blocks transplants and then to devise 
techniques to bypass it. 
The congenic resistant strains may be the most ingen-
ious mouse product, but probably the most spectacular 
are the mutants. These are freaks of the mouse world 
that are accidental generic aberrations in the inbred mouse 
populations. None can be arUfically induced. All wete 
discovered in the course of research or routine check on 
die mouse colonies. Jackson has carefully preserved and 
propagated every mutant mouse strain it has uncovered, 
which now number well over 250, and breeds 12 of die 
strains for production. 
These include strains such as die diabetic mouse 
which inherits its diabetes, unlike most diabetic test sub-
jects which are made diabetic by removing the pancreas. 
Another suffers from a mouse version of muscular dyst-
rophy while there are still others that suffer from anem-
ia, obesity, stunted growth, bone disorders, are hydro-
cephalic or grow up bald. 
Producing and keeping diese animals demands the fiill 
attention of a large segment of Jackson Lab's staff and 
brings with it some problems. "One ofthe chief ones 
is predicting the demand for the 70 odd strams of inbred, 
hybrid and mutant mice," remarked Dr David Myers, die 
Assistant Director of Production. Most mouse strains are 
put into producrion because the number of orders justif-
ies it. Many production mice began as special research mo-
dels used by one of Jackson Lab's scientists. Demand for 
the mouse often blossoms after the scientist has publish-
ed an imporiant research paper using it. 
Another constant worry is the healdi of die diousands 
of mice. The laboratory has had only one major disaster, 
a forest fire in 1947 that wiped out the entire colony. It 
was built up again with donated specimens from scientists 
around the world and the mice now live quietly and com-
fortably in disease fiee, almost germ tight buildings. Uke 
Charles River, Jackson' Laboratory uses an elaborate int-
erlock door and sterilized clodung to minunize germ con-
tacts. Animals in the production laboratory also take in 
food and water that has been sterilized and treated. Ev-
erytiung fiom the humidity in the air to the light-dark 
cycle is regulated and the mice live in a worid of clean 
air under high pressure so that a rush of disease free air 
occurs whenever a door is opened, keeping germs at bay. 
In addition there is constant monitoring. "A total of 
10,000 mice are looked at in one way or another every 
month," Dr Edwin P. Les, Staff Supervisor of Animal 
HeaUh explained. "We also check ten percent ofall mice 
of any given strain once every six mondis. 
"What we're most concemed about is the thing we 
don't actually have," Les says, "ectomelia, a virus that 
causes mouse pox. We!ve never had it here and we go 
through all kinds of precautions to prevent its introduc-
tion." For that reason there's a ten day quarantine app-
lied to any visitor who's been near laboratory anihials. 
If the pox ever did hit, Les say, "we'd have to vacci-
nate large nuriibers of mice. Now when you talk about 
Jat^ e numbers, we have about 100,000 cages of mice on 
hand at any given time," he sighed. "If you can imagine 
taking all the mice out of all 100,000 cages and vaccin-
ating each by hand, well that's a nightmare. 
Mouse pox die laboratory can fight, but such proces-
ses as evolution are still out of scientists' control. Batch-
es of mice are screened for deviants, mouse misfits that 
may be either sick or mutants, but subddr changes and 
difference will invariably sHp by. So, while keeping the 
mice genetically imiform is another concem of Jackson 
scientists, the control they have over it is limited. "Gen-
eticists are liierely mortals who perpetuate mice not 
gods who can stop evolution," emphasized Green. "In-
bred strains are not constant diings, not constant in die 
sense of evolution having been arrested. The strams are 
evolving all the tinie." 
' Jackson researchers do have one way of stopping evo-
lutionary clock, at least with a certain number of dieir 
mice. The laboratory recently adapted a deep-fteeang 
process developed by Drs David G. Whittingham, SP. 
Leibo and Peter Mazur at the Oak Ridge Nation^ Labo-
ratory. By this process mouse eggs can be frozen to a 
temperature of -196 degress Centigrade and stored in 
jquid nitrogen. With the help of Dr Whittingham, staff 
scientists Dr WeSley Whitten and Dr Peter Hoppe of 
Jackson have begun freezing a number of mouse eggs 
for storage. 
The process itself is relatively simple. A female is ma-
ted and on the second day, when the embryo is eight 
cells large, it is removed and frozen. When needed, it is. 
thawed out and implanted in the uterus of its adopted 
mother. In preparation, the female is mated with a ster-
ile vasectomized male to trigger the mouse's endocrine 
system to a pregnancy alert status. Dr Hoppe explained 
that without the physical act of copulation, the mouse's 
metabolism would ignore the implanted embryo. 
So far the recovery rate on the technique is about 80 
percent and while it has only been in use for about two 
years, Hoppe is optimistic about side effects. "With 
time we'll know more about it but when you put an or-
ganism down to about minus 196 degrees Centigrade, 
you pretty well stop all reactions," he observed. 
Since the process has only been in use for a relatively 
short time period no one knows what the shelf life ofa 
frozen embryo is, but as Hoppe points out, "Bull sperm 
has been frozen for a period of over 25 years and still 
maintains its normal fertility. Essentially it's the same 
thing, genetic material, I have confidence it will work." 
There are several advantages of tlds freeze-and-store 
system. It's a compact way to keep large numbers of 
mice, for example. Hoppe points out that a nitrogen 
refiigerator, a cylinder about two feet high and 18.inch-
es across, could hold 12,000 vials, each containing an 
average of 9.4 embryos, a total of well over 100,000 
potential mice in suspended animation. 
Anodier advantage is insurance, "If some dreadful dis-
ease came in here and wiped out die complete production 
department," Hoppe says, "we could re-establish it using 
tiie frozen embryos." It is also a way of plotting any gen-
etic drift. Strains frozen now could be thawed out ten 
years later for comparison with future mice. 
Techniques like this are being used to preserve mice 
because, like the rat, they are no longer animals of con-
venience, but animals of necessity for research. As the re-
suU of years of special breeding practices, genetic research 
and just plain habit, the laboratory rat and mouse have be-
come h i ^ y developed, extremely sophisticated research 
tools. By constantly using and improvmg them, scientists 
have created a couple of benevolent Frankensteins that' 
are yielding tremendous dividends of knowledge. The two 
rodents now dominate die zoo of research anhnals bey-
ond the point of no retum. "If we dispensed with our pro-
duction department today," Dr Green sighed resignedly, 
"within a year we'd have a new one." • 
by Douglas Colligan (Science Digest) 
HUMAN GUINEA-PIGS 
IN A HOSPITAL FOR THE HEALTHY, PATIENTS WITH NO AILMENTS OFFER THEIR 
BODIES AS "CONTROLS" IN EXPERIMENTS PROBING THE NATURE OF DISEASE. 
He [medical student Martin Arrowsmith} had learned 
from Gottlieb the trick of using the word "control" in 
reference to the person or animal or chemical left untrea-
ted during an experiment as a standard for comparison; 
and there is no trick more btfuriating. When a physician 
boasted of his success with this drug or that electric mb-
inet, Gottlieb always snorted. "Where was your control? 
How many cases did you have under identical conditions 
and how many of them did not get the treatment?" Now 
Martin began to mouth it ~ control, control, control, 
Where's your control? - till most of his felbws and a few 
of his instructors desired to lynch him. - Anowsmith, 
Sinclair Lewis (1924). 
Sandra Eaton's living quarters are a strange hybrid of 
hospital and college donn. She's got a teddy bear with a 
necklace on her bed, a record player, a tiny refrigerator 
and a sign that says "Marriage Counselor: Guaranteed Re-' 
conciliation" - the stuff that often clutters coed's rooms. 
Sandra is in fact a normal 22 year old. 
But her refrugerator is full of urine samples. Nurses 
sweep in and out of the room at all hours. And a dorm-
mate down the hall is a seven year old boy named AI 
whose body can't fight disease. 
"He's lived hi the hospital on and off shice he was . 
bom," Sandra said. "He gets tutoring here. He's a neat 
kid. When I firstsaw him, I thought: 'You can take all 
you want from me to help hun.'" 
Under a program run by the National Institutes of 
HealUi (NIH), Sandra can help Al and others with heal-
di problems. What she must do is take patt - for 90 days 
- hi experhnents to fhid out what Is normal. 
Sandra is one of approidmately 6000 volunteers who 
have come to die 511 bed MlH CUnical Center hi Bethe-
sda, Maryland, over the past two decades. Ihe 14 story 
Center with a view ofthe capital on a clear day, is the 
hub of federally funded disease research in the country, 
a place where patients mingle with scientists studying 
theh aUments. Researchers in the center fight the most 
serious medical enemies, ranging from the common cold 
to cancer. 
The patients themselves are cmcial in die fight against 
disease and they regularly get credit for die part they play. 
Is a new drug effective against anti-biotic resistant staph 
germs? Patients proved die dmgs worked. Can radiation 
help victims of Hodgkins Disease? Clinical Center patients 
showed that ahnost 90 percent of sufferers can be success-
fully treated. About 4,000 persons with diseases imder 
study at the Center are referred every year by their home 
doctors and admitted for free treatment. These, of course, 
are the sick patients. But they are only part of the story. 
Another 600 patients who come to the hospital atinua-
liy are healtiiy, normal people like Sandra. During their 
stay they live-in a kind of human hothouse environment; 
diey get the top medical care hi the country If they dev-
elop disorders as sunple as toothache or conimon cold. 
These are die normals, the "controls" if you vwll, that 
Suiclair Lewis's Martin Arrowsmith kept asking for. 
Their role is to give researchers a clearer picture of heal-
thy humans to provide a standard to hold agahist abnor-
mal conditions. 
Who's normal? A bland, middle-class drone with an 
IQ of 100 ahd vital statistics taken from an insurance 
company handbook? Nope. Normal is almost always what 
Delbert L. Nye says is normal. Nye is the soft-spoken 
ddef of the normals prografn at the NIH Clinical Cen-
ter, its key recruiter, iM&on widi the medical staff and 
house father to volunteers. 
What's normal to Nye might play hi Peoria as extra-
ordinary. 
"Don't call diem guhiea pigs," Nye said, "diese are 
highly motivated and curious people. We had a boy here 
last year, for mstance. His I.Q. was probably about one 
miridred nhiety eight. Who can judge above diaf He 
was tenibly quiet. Widdn two weeks he knew as much 
about die lab as most of the people working diere" 
Most normals aren't diat bright, but many are college 
students, skewing intelligence curves upward. Selection 
favors the young and the female: volunteers in 1974 
ranged in age from 18 to 72, with an average of 24, and 
59 percent were female. They tended to be quieter dian 
diey were back in die '60s, Nye said, refiecting calmer 
days on campus. 
"There was a Ume diere when our volunteers shutded 
in and out of Washmgton for marches and sit-ins," he 
said. But today's normal is more likely to make the ten-
mUe trip for a concert or for bar-hopping in Georgetown. 
Selection is surprisingly simple, Nye does it all widi 
a personal interview ofa potential volunteer. He says his 
one to one talk, without medical examination, enables 
him to pick the right people 95 percent of the time. 
Do you have a history of chronic illness? Are you on 
maintenance drugs, to control diabetes for instance? Are 
you taking a contraceptive pill? Answering yes-to any of 
diese questions raises flags around your appUcation, al-
diough a history of ilbiess doesn't always disqualify some-
one who wants to come. And women willing to give up 
die pill for at least a mondi before enteruig die center 
can still be accepted, 
Nye, a fornier psychiatric social worker, also gauges ' 
the mental healdi of his applicantsbecause "ifyou're 
fighting authority, or trying to work out problems die 
lack of privaiy can get to you," 
Those who survive Nye's screening usually stay the 
full three months, although anyone can drop out at 
any tune. Few do. 
Most volunteers seem sorry to go, and that's part of 
the reason that their stays are limited. "Back in the eady 
'60s," Nye said, "some volunteers were here for up to 
2 years. We got miles and miles of research out of them, 
but some became passive and dependent and had to be' 
pushed out of the nest. They were just scared stiff at die 
idea of going back into the world. 
Normals are paid a daily stipend, amounting to about 
$7.50 for incidental expenses, and the hospital provides 
room and board and a pass system most recuperating pa-
tients would covet - on Friday and Saturday, many of' 
-the volunteers stay out until three a.m. 
The pampered patients can also take scientific jobs in 
the center, work that sometimes clarifies career plans. 
Pre-dental student Greg Novotny, 21, for instance; works 
shoulder to shoulder with a microbiologist studying die 
bacteria that cause dental caries. Sandra Eaton assists re-
search into cocaine addiction. "I'm making addicts out 
of rats," she said.' 'I don't diiiik I'd want to do it as a 
lifetime occupation." 
But Sandra and Greg's most important role at the cen-
ter is simply to be normal. Data from normal volunteers 
sometimes leads to a new treatment for disease. But more 
often the brackdrop data normals provide does not pro-
duce a new "dmg or electric cabinet" panacea, but adds 
a piece or two in a medical puzzle that won't be solved 
for years. 
Some nomials simply give blood or urine sample re-
gularly, sleep under observation or puff through exer-
cises on a treadmill. Some Uve for weeks on special diets, 
required to scrape their plates clean with a spatula and 
eat every thorsel. Others are chilled or put in a sweatbox 
for short periods while doctors monitor their metabolism. 
Sandra's work as a normal left her plenty of time to 
be a kind of social chairman to 41 volunteers with her 
in one recent group at the center. Doctors simply injec-
ted her with several different antigens, substances that 
stimulate the normal body's disease defenses. 
For example, almost as soon as a tiny cold virus bur-
rows into a cell wall in the nose, a healthy body begins 
making antibodies, substances that knock out the virus 
by combining with it like the mate of ajigsaw puzzle pie-
ce. But young Al's body can't defend itself normaUy, 
"He doesn't produce antibodies," Sandra explained, 
"So he gets a cold and has to go to the hospital," What's 
going wrong? Nobody knows. 
"We have-a hard time now just describing the condit-
ion," said Dr Andrew Muchmore, clinical associate at 
die Center, To get closer to some answers, Dr Muchmore 
injected the same kinds of harmless, lab-grown antigens 
in both Sandra and Al. Later, he wididrew blood samp-
les to search for antibodies. The fmdings weren't starti-
ing: Sandra's body began fighting the foreign substances 
quickly. Al's body didn't. 
l ike most researchers in the center's 1100 laboratories, 
Muchmore doesn't deal in miracles, "Of course anything 
you can understand about Al's deficiency makes it easier 
to cure him," he said, "But we don't know yet what the , 
cure is. At this point we're stUl trying to find out what's 
wrong whh Al." To, take that first step towards a cure, 
Muchmore has to know what's right with Sandra and 
some 20 other normals in his study. 
Once in a while, work'with normals does lead ui a 
straight Une to a new diagnostic tool or cure. It hap-
pened once a few years back when Dr Frederick Sny-
der at the National Institute of Mental Health tavesti-
gated the sleep patterns of psychotics. Doctors treating 
mental Ulness have known for years diat one common 
symptom of depression is disturbed sleep. Could the dis-
turbance be measured? 
To find out, Dr Snyder and other researchers moni-
tored sleep pattems of depressed patients with an elecUro-
encephalopaph - a device to record die electrical waves 
produced by the brain. They ran similar tests on normal 
volunteers and compared waves. 
Differences were clear. UnUke normal volunteers, de-
pressed people often begin dreaming immediately after 
they drop off, and their sleep is comparatively spotty, 
erratic. Because of the work, other doctors could easily 
spot the pattern of depression that normals helped to 
spotUght. 
The volunteers also provide immediate practical help 
every few years in fighting new strains of influenza. Be-
fore the pubUc gets new vaccines, die weakened forms of 
virus are given to a set of normals. If the protective shots 
cause too much of a reaction - higli fever or swelling at 
die injection site, for instance - tiiey won't be used on 
the general public. Few who eventually get the shots rea-
lize the debt they owe the volunteers who acted some-
thing like food tasters protecting their kings from poison. 
But usuaUy there's noihing romantic or extraordinary 
about being a normal. 
One big adventure in BiU Gray's Ufe as a nonnal, for 
instance, was passing dirough four bars in Georgetown 
without taking a drop of booze. U was a lot of laughs. 
"I'd tell the bartender, "We're all nornial volunteers from 
die National Institutes of Health and I'm on a special 
diet and can't have any alcohol,'"Gray said.'They • 
just looked at me.". 
Gray was a subject in an investigation of protems in 
die blood that carry fat from one part of the body to 
another. The combinations of protein and fat, called 
Upoproteins, seem to play an important part in die meta-
boUsm of cholesterol. Victims of a disorder caUed Tan-
gier Disease, for instance, don't have some kinds of Upo-
proteins, and deposits of cholesterol build up in many 
parts of dieir bodies. One common symptom is enlarged, 
organge-tinged tonsils. Others are squinting or palsy. No 
one knows the connection between these problems and 
cholesterol, and no one can yet explam the mysterious 
lack of lipoproteins. 
But it's clear to Dr Conrad Blum, a staff inyestigator 
at the center, that the key to die mystery is more know-
ledge about the life pf lipoprotein in a healthy body. 
Enter normal Gray. 
Blum's study meant that Gray has lo turn into a tee-
iotaler for five weeks at a time, since alcohol attacks lipo-
proteins. It also meant a fixed and boring diet so Blum 
could discount the effects different foods have on lipo-
protein production. 
. Under these controUed condhions, Blum's study of 
the life of a few Upoproteins was fairiy simple. He drew 
blood from Gray's arm, look the blood to a lab and iso-
lated the fat-bearing protein using a centrifuge. Then he 
mised the lipoprotein with a small dose of radioactive 
iodine and reinjected it into Gray's body. Now he could 
follow it to see how long il lived. Eventually, performing 
a simUar procedure on volunteers wilh Tangier Disease 
may uncover the cause of the lipoprotein deficiency. 
WiU that help Tangier victims? Behold; another non-
miracle. 
''At this point we don't know how it's going to help 
diese people," Blum said. He doesn't know, either, whet-
her die work may have critical bearing on olher cholest-
erolrtelated diseases such as thickening of the arterial 
walls. 
"We're not looking directly to cure specific diseases," 
Blum said. "We're trying to understand basic and impor-
tant processes, to find out how the body deals wilh pro-
teins that are crucial in cholesterol metaboUsm." 
Most scientists at the Center are tracking clues with-
out knowing whether die traU will lead to cures. Some-
times the research is as intricate as a Sheriock Holmes 
mystery, but in most cases the ending hasn'l yet been 
written. 
The viUain of one study, for instance, is a rare inlieri-
ted affliction - deadly if not diagnosed - caUed WUson's 
Disease. If suspected on the basis of a blood test, addit-
ional tests can easUy confirm the disease. Then U's eas-
Uy controlled by regular injections of a penicillin deri-
vative. If not discovered, it attacks the liver or brain and 
can lead to death, ofien before the age of 40. WUson's 
Disease kills people every year, although the number of 
victims is probably less than 2,000 in this country. Doc-
tors pursuing the cause of WUsort's disease have tried for 
years to make sense out of a couple of puzzling clues: 
Clue: Autopsies of Wilson's Disease victims show 
large amounts of copper in the Uver. 
Que: The disease seems to bear resemblance to anot-
her disorder caUed hemochromatosis. Its victims also 
coUect excessive amounts of an element, in this case iron, 
in their Uvers. And doctors know that in the case of hemo-
chromatosis, the iron gets to die Uver because of a defect 
in the intestines. Instead of acting as a gateway for iron, 
the intestinal waU lets comparatively vast quantities of 
the element through and into the blood stream. 
One surprisingly simple treatment: blood letting. Drain-
big 500 mUliliters of blood each week brings the balance 
of iron back to normal. 
Could a defect in the intesthial gateway be the prob-
lem in WUson's Disease? Perhpas the Clinical Center's 
normal volunteers can help find out. In the proposed ex-
perhnent, doctors wUl compare the way normal people 
lemper flortat 9 
absorb copper with absorption in Wilson's Disease vic-
tims. Experimenters wUl give victims and a group of per-
haps ten nomials small amounts of radioactive copper in 
their diets. (The radioactive exposure vnU amount to 
about half the arhount received in an ordinary chest X-
ray). 
Then, with the help of a computer to discard irrelevant 
factors, they WiU measure the amount that got dirough 
die intestinal wall and into the blood. U" the disease can 
be tracked to a defect in the wall, it might be treated near-
ly as easily as hemochromatosis. 
Using normals in such experiments is not new. Doc-
tors have always studied healthy people, often themselves. 
But many of the classic hotshot experiments by lone medi-
cal pioneers could not be performed today. 
The 18th century physician Edward Jenner, for in-
stance, would never have won NIH approval for his ex-
periment that led to wide use of smallpox vaccine. Jen-
ner made a couple of small scratches on die arm of a 
healthy eight-year-old country boy named James Phipps. 
Then he spread on material taken from a cowpox sore 
on the arm of a nearby milk-maid. Hiipps suffered pains 
in his armpit. For a while, he refused to eat and had a 
slight fever. Two months later, Jenner innoculated him 
with smallpox vims. Day after day he checked the boy 
and day after day found no trace of smallpox. The test 
confirmed old country tales that getting a touch ofthe 
pox was a lifelong protection from the disease. 
Studies using two groups - one diseased and the 
other normal - were rare before World War 11 alUiougli 
the best doctors - models for Gottlieb in Lewis' novel 
-were calling for "Control!" as early as the 1920s. 
After Worid War II, normal volunteers became medi-
cal footsoldiers, as British doctors in Salisbury, England 
battled common cold vimses. In one famous experiment, 
volunteers at Harvard Hospital near the cathedral town 
took hot baths, then shivered in cold drafts, Tlicn some 
got cold virus in hosedrops; normal controls got the 
drops without the virus. The tests proved that cliilUng 
does not cause colds. Only those who received virus be-
gan sneezing. 
Despite the sniflles, volunteers lived weU. Their apart-
ments came equipped with kilchen, spacious bedrooms 
and dartboard. They even got a daUy ration of British la-
ger or stout. 
NIH normals today get no free beer, but they seldom 
suffer Ul the cause of science. They live in a rarefied medi-
cal atmosphere where the sliglitest discomfort is treated 
by the country's top doctors. No children are used; the" 
cut off age is 18. The center seldom admits prisoners any 
more, either - the last group left die ho:;pital in 1966. 
One reason is that prisoners had come to expect that par-
ticipation in medical experiments would make them eligi-
ble for eariy parole. It didn't always, and the center is sen-
sitive about holding up a carrot - freedom - to induce 
people to volunteer. 
Comparing earUer days to present times, work as a 
normal is a quantum leap safer. Long before the normal 
arrives, the experimental gamut he wiU run has run a ga-
mut ofits own. Several committees review every plan 
for using normals, holding up proposals against a code 
based in part on the Nuremberg trials. One of die com-
mittees includes lay people — a lawyer, a social worker — 
to pass on nonmedical issues such as the wording of in-
formed consent agreements. 
Studies using radiation or drugs go through special 
advisory boards. It usuaUy takes more than a mondi to 
win approval for a proposed experiment. 
The process seems to insure safely. Of 6,000 volun-
teers only one in die memory of Associate Director Dr. 
PhiUip Cardin became a minor casualty: a ghl who fain-
ted, after givmg a blood sample, feU and broke a tooth. 
"U's really safer here than going about your business 
outside," he said, D 
by Gurney Williams It! (Science Digest) 
10 tamp«r floraat 
Lou Reed did a tour ui the later half of Jidy and with 
it put to bay many of the questions that had surrounded 
his tour last year. I saw die Melboume concert and m it 
he showed exactly what he'd meant when he said he was 
just here to play rock n' roU. 
The concert began with a version of Sweet Jane 
which was very much Uke the version on the America 
1969 album and ended wUh a version of White Light/ 
White Heat which was vety much Uke the tide track of 
die album ofthe same name. The mfluence ofthe Vel-
vet Underground can probably be put down to Doug 
Yule's beuig m the band, he had been the bass player 
whh the Underground, and as weU.as this, Michael 
Fanfara was brUUant on keyboards. 
Reed announced after Beroui diat he wouldn't do 
WaUt on the Wildside, but he did it about two numbers 
later (much to die deUght ofthe drag queens huddled 
at the front of the stage), hi the moments before the 
followhig song, this guy hi 40's drag - beret, jacket, 
frizzy hah, the whole tirip - started to reach for Reed. 
He locdced down, picked up the mike stand and said, 
rather curtly, "If you lay a hand on me I'll put this 
microphone through your head". The l^ dy withdrew his 
hands.. 
Reed played guitar, and dkl so quhe weU and he did 
a standaid boogie around his nuke duruig the purely 
uistrumental sections. The whole concert was just far 
out. y ' 
Prior to the concert we met Reed and conducted this 
interview, or rather he conducted U. 
Tulla marine airport, Melbourne, July 20,1975. 
An article you published in 71, right? isah, 
"No one Waved Goodbye" 'Fallen Knights and Fallen 
Ladies' 
Reed: Ah, I dunno, I was hi a foul mood when I wrote 
tiut. 
Yeah ok 
1 yeah, y'know. 1 just, I mean if worst come to worst 
I could be a journalist. 
Do you write many articles for that sort of stuff, like I 
noticed you write poetry in that "Fusion" magazine... 
stuff like that. 
Oh also tbe Bans Review, die Harvard Advocate, tbe 
lYansatlantic Review, so its a little heavier dian just 
sayb% Fu^n. I just got a kick out of the fact of put-
tutg it hi a lodc 'n roll magazhie and printhig rock 'n 
roll lyrics hi a heavy 
WeU in tfds article you were writing about your audi-
ences right? How they, you know, the crap like "Igot 
• busted to your song. Oh, I shot up to your song. I lov-
ed to you" - its a really sort ofa detach^ sort of trip 
that you're on at the moment or that you 'vebeen put-
tingover in the Australian concerts. 
Ofa, yon mean, do I take Uiese thhigs peisonally? 
Oh, I mean what's your relatton y'know how do you 
take the audience? 
Tm not very much concemed with them 
Yeah, well 
I don't give a fuck what they do 
Yeak, yeah 
I'm there to play rock 'n roU 
Yeah, sure, aire. 
I mean if they get away, people who've paid standiiig up, 
nunlng U for other people, I might get depressed 
Sure, well you sort of talk about THEY, you put actvss a 
certain amount of hate for the audience in this article. 
Oh no, I don't hate the audience, no way. They made aU 
thb possilile. It'sjust certahi people m tiie audience who 
ah.... make it hand for the rest of the people: 
Like last tour's kangaroos? (no one knows what he meant 
by that) 
WeU, 1 don't know what that means, but, ah, if it means 
you got like two arseholes who "ire fuckup everythmg up 
for Uke 4,000 people, and so somebody shoukl, y'know 
like blockmg the view, so you just grab 'em by the hair 
and shove them down or you have them kOled. 
In this new album you 've put out, "Metal Machine Music ", 
sort of thats 
"Metal Machhie Music" has to be made straight. "Metal 
Machine Music" is an album that is not the latest album 
per se, its not the latest rock album. It was put out for a 
very muiority group. RCA fucked Up, as is typical of 
RCA, because of theh mcredible mcompetence they hiva-
riably screw up ahnost anything diey do outside of breat-
huig and ah, I can't wait tiU my option's up, but beskles 
that I have to put up with RCA anyway. Ihuig is, all I 
did is. I didn't want to put it hi the classical avante garde 
section because I thou{^t that was dillettantish and hy-
pocritical, that it should just be lumped hi with every-
thing else an y'know, Ijust thought it smelt to do 
that as though this is for the smart people and this 
one's for the shit heads, *coz I'm one of the shit heads. 
Hie real album that's conUng out is called "Cony Ishmd ; 
Baby'' and thatll be out in about September and it's a 
bar room mriented album as it were. I mean, its the khid 
of album when you've had just about as much as you can 
take, its the kind you play. Devoid of any redeemh^ soc-
ial ^nificance - totaUy, the other thbig is just, ah, y'know 
I dont expect most people to like it, I don't blame tiiem, 
matter of taste. But oertidnly^ ylcnow, I wasn't expecting 
people to get a single and stidi U out and say 'the latest 
Lou Real album". I mean, ah, tiiat's RCA tiyii^ to ruin 
t h h ^ They forget that their incompetence is fairly well 
known. 
KeaA, well I sort of took that to be, I was fust getting mto 
a little tiny bit at the beginning, it was kirtd of like that.. 
At which pohit, Jude moves us to another couch 
where the l^thig was better. I was gomg to say that hi 
parts, it was Uke the Warhol produced Velvet Underground 
album. In the process of moving someone has asked about 
hifluences. 
LoweU Geoige, Uttie Feat, who dkl *SviIUn'" which 
Unda Ronstadt just made a hit out of. Uttie Feat's a 
veiy undeirated band's band. Ernies song, Dobie Gray, on 
the "Drift Away" album. People for some reason don't 
seem to ever make it to Ernies song whidi is incredible. 
I met the WUlianis who wrote "Drift Away" and produ-
ced It, ah, be's got a voErion, dnce he wrote it, and the 
one that's popular Is Dobie's which he produced, but if 
you hear his you say "My god! What's gone wrong, look 
at the one that's popular." I mean Hendrix's "Star 
Spangled Banner" the one that they didn't release after 
they murdered hhn. 1 mean, he didn't O.D. Anyway, if 
we're gonna go back for a nunute, ah they woiddn't let 
bun release this one so the one you got was supposedly 
Woodstock and reaUy nice and this one, if you can lay 
your hands on h, it says that Woodstock wasn't, it 
was m the studio, starts off chopped. Its very valuable, 
a lot of interviews with a lot of different people who 
knew him. I don't know, I think joumaUsts and some 
radio people o t ^ t to start saying, ."An awful lot of peo-
ple keep sayuig Jinu Hendrix wasn't 0 . D.hig or any-
thhig remotely Uke that. Awful lot of people are sajdng 
that he was ah, knocked off." 
The conclusion from the fdm of Hendrix seemed to be 
that he wanted to go when he wanted to ^. • 
He didn't want to go any place except play his guitar. I 
mean, they just waUced m and shot in the head, that's 
all. 
Is that just a feeling? 
No 
Could you elaborate on that? 
Yeah, I know his room-mate, how much more would 
you Uke on that before I get UbeUed? 
That's enough 
What about versions of your own songs 
No one can do a version of my songs coz they're not 
smart enough to f^re out the words. 
What about say, y'know. Mott the Hoople dki "Sweet 
Jane". 
Oh please! I an Hunter couldn't figure out how to 
phrase that many words, plus some are polysykbic, 
that David caUed me down, saki, can you lay a reference 
vocal down for Ian. So I put a reference vocal down for 
. him so he'd know where you're supposed to su^. And 
he had no idea what he vras shigmg about, it was just 
David wanted to phiy saxaphone on it and that was the 
only worth of tiie recwd. it was massacred brutally. 
They're reaUy not too good y'know very pretent- . 
k>us indivkluaL 
Doug Yule's come back to your band. You sort of chan-
ged your format since you were here last time Is that' 
sort of going back to Velvet Underground stuff of the 
loaded period. 
Funny you should ask a question like tiiat. I asked 
Dougie if he would play with me and he said yes. The 
Vdvet Undeiground, if you leaUy chedc your hiforma-
tion out b me and Doug and the rest, not Gale, who 
was just a pretentious arsehole with some d^qm tbat 
say he supposedly knows dasdcal music, but iun, if by 
good music you mean tiie Velvet Undeigcound, yeah, 
sure. 
You heading back to Vdvet Underground..:., 
I was thinking ^ecificalfy of Loaded. He put in an ap-
pearance on Loaded (ard abrUllant one). '• 
He put hi a poformance'on more than just loaded. The 
"America 1969" Album, the "Kansas Qty album, the 
Third Velvet Underground album so that's not bad for 
a starter. The thhig is, I had tiie usual stock band at tiie 
thne and ah, the time had finaUy come when I could 
reaUy move to get people who could play, so I got 
Dougie as soon as I could get him to agree to go out on 
the road. Once I had Doug then you had Velvet Underaro-
und, 'coz Doug and I were the Velvet Underground. So 
that means there wUl be a shift.... to say die least. 
You playing guitar are you now? 
Yeah, 18 year old Les Paul junior, eat your heart out 
Do you reckon that before you had a sort of band be-
hind you sort of thing 
This is not a backhig band, this is a unit. 
And you're going to be playing now, that second guit-
ar. 
I don't have a big part, but, 1 only know three chords.... 
but y'know I play 'em really good those three choids. 
You seem to, ah, like everything's heavy, all your music. 
Everytiiings heavy! We're gomg to have a real good thne 
together is heavy you don't know about that? If I was 
any more hght weight 1 wouldn't be able to sit down. 
Do you only write when you 're down or angry or like do 
you have any particular method of writing at all 
No. I figure if I can remember it I must have some rea-
son. I mean I don't sh down and play it and try it out 
if that's what you mean, hakes about as long to write a 
song as it does to hear it .„.: I've discovered. 
We were sort of reading that a lot ofthe Berlin stuff was 
essentailly autobiographical. (Note; his wife, Elizabeth, 
suicided on speed, but we weren't specUic in case he got 
stroppy) 
Oh, please. I've never even been hi Bedin. 
Oh sure, sure.-
That's bullshit, buUshit. The thmg is I'm so good that 
y'know, its gettuig so popular that they figure the cha-
racter that you're playmg you really are, no way. 
You haven't been through that incredibly heavy trip? 
No, I know people who have, ahnost. hs just I had to 
write about something, could have called U Berzenhurst 
for that matter. 
It just totally wiped me out 
Oh, hs a great album but ah, don't confuse me whh it, 
don't confuse me with any of them. 
They 're your material not you ? 
Fm whatever I want. I mean. I got bored with me years 
ago. 
You wrote in this article, "it simply requires a very sec-
ure ego to allow yourself to be loved for what you do rat-
her than what you are and an even larger one to realise 
you are what you do. " 
Oh, he said that, I have no idea what he's taUdng about, 
must have been asked some journalists questk)n. What 
" he's sayii^ is that your ego either has to be so huge or 
so non-existent that you can approach things without 
behig effected by criticism. A huge ego is the same as no 
^ 0 . In other words, I don't give a flying fucked wheth-
er they like it, they don't lUce it or what they do about it. 
AU I can teU you is I hung me up to diy m the closet a-
bout fifteen years ago becaiise I was so bored with my 
ideas, I mean I know what I think I'm much more int-
erested in what other people thuik, hs funnier. 
Like last time you were here you got hit at Sydney Air-
port by the straight press that rather incredible inter-
view. 
Oh, I got a better one last time 
Did you? 
Yeah, I taped the whole thing because they fucked up 
We Ye the straight press too 
Nb, not compared to them, but youVe insecure, so I 
guess you are. 
Of course we are, we listen to your records too much 
My records aren't uisecure. Don't try to tangle with me 
you'd get kUIed. You reaUy won't stand a prayer, arid I 
haven't started on that level, you just started it, I would 
drop h if I was you. 
Okay, we drop it. 
Just about your material, you see it as something really 
apart from you as a person. 
Apart from music 
Yes, the songs you write, y Tcnow. 
I mean you're giving k too much credh by even sayuig 
I write them. I mean. They're just rock n' roU songs, god 
damU the seriousness is getting y'know out of hand reaUy, 
I mean they're just fiickfai' rock n' roU songs. The ones 
I Uke best are the funny ones and everyone thhiks they're 
sick. 
What are the funny ones? 
Animal language. 
Right, rightf 
Ylcnow, most people don't thuik tiiat's funny. I had to 
go to Japaii to find out people reaUsed that was funny. 
Ah, every RCA album I've made I tiunk is hysterical I 
mean, y'know "Transformer" was the only one I reaUy 
had fun with anil the one that's condng iip is gonna be a 
bitch which ts called "Cony Island Baby" and, as I said 
"Metal Machuie Music" is for people who go for a certain 
type of classical avante guarde quote quote quote, what-
ever tbat means. Electronic, as BiUboard saki, noise reco-
mmended cuts none, which I'm gonna have on my tomb-
stone because its tiie greatest review I've gotten yet. Ah, 
how come you're standbig in front of the microphone 
and there's no vocals if they can't see the joke, that 
is their problem, I mean, it's not gonna hurt me, guess 
tiiey'U aU just say "he's off the waU agabi, Uttle freaked 
this month, we'U have to just wait and see if he returns 
from the downer". 
How long has your contract with RCA got to go? 
It can't be short enough but it's not very much longer. 
Which is no reflection on RCA by the way in any place ' 
hi Australia, or Spain or France or Japan but I come 
from New York and I have to Uve with RCA New York. 
Are you gonna get a better deglfrom another record 
company though you reckon or 
They're on the Une, I mean the woric is out hi New 
Yoric on every artist who's on RCA. I mean no one hi 
there is happy and the words out in the stieet, every-
one wants out of there as quick as possU)le, UsuaUy you 
don't approach artists. Its considered unethical to go 
up and do what they call talent rathig. But as appUes.to 
RCA, no body thhiks twice. They say look, as soon as 
hs over, we know you can't bear h over there, please 
keep us in mhid. I'd keep the table hi nund if it was a 
recording company rather tium RCA (feet are on the 
table). 
Have they got the business sewn up o ver there Uke a cou-
ple of company's have here? 
They don't know what they're domg. I thmk they thhdc 
they're hi a linoleum line, I don'^ know what they do. 
Selling canned shit. 
WeU, I'm what you call product, I don't know if you've 
ever been called a product before.... 
That's what students are,.... 
Oh, but when the product is told that product is due -
shit product. So I shit product on que, I'm fabulous at 
h, I've diarrhoeaed product. 
What albums are you really hapgi0 with 
None 
None of yours at all 
No, die day I'm happy with it, ah, better watch out. I 
mean, there's always sometiiing wrong, always somethhig 
you could have done better, I mean, tiie day that stops, 
I dunno, there's something wrong, ah 
There's a recent album of yours here, "Lou Reed Live", 
the second half of that Rock n 'Roll Animal concert, 
was that RCA, was that planned to be released by you?-
Why not? 
You said before you fust write rock n'roll songs - is that 
say like you know on "Loaded" 
WeU, don't take the way I'm saymg it as glibbly as hs put. 
If you consider the fact that I thmk of a single rock n' 
roll song as a sonnet then you have more of an idea of 
what I mean by it. 
Well, let's just say as a form of song, say on Transformer 
, Berlin, it just seemed that the production, y'know, the 
bigger production made them into.... 
Well, you have your theories man, that's why sometimes 
I think Uke you tell me the question and then teU me 
the answer and 111 just repeat h back, and, along the 
whole we'U be agreemg. 
But I mean, along the whole would you rather be domg... 
I alwaysdo what I want, I mean what's the worst they 
could say to me? You can't do anything any more you 
can't oh! I never do anything I don't want, enormously 
calculating and dangerous this one. 
An interlude occurs during which Bronwyn, a feUow 
traveller has a fUpant conversation with Reed about the 
size of his feet. 
Is there anything else you guys want to talk about, I 
mean cunts (looks over at Bronwyn) shouldn't even be 
allowed to have tape recorders they just shouldn't have 
tape recorders or anything in which theh true idiocy . 
can be shown, I mean, they're good for two things, rock 
n' roU isn't one.of them, I don't care how nuiny chicks 
try to play fender bass, any fool who has a band, who 
has a chick playuig, ah, there you go right there, its cal-
led Male Chauvanist Pig rap. no. 12. It'sjust that they 
have no place. 
You had a drummer, a woman drurnmer In the original 
underground. 
She couldn't drum her way out of a paper bag. AU we 
did is, we tumed the drums upside down so she could 
play it Uke a telephone book and just hit it straight 
ahead. People said it was avante guarde and so I agreed 
whh them. It was khid of avante guarde when you 
thought about it. One day we forgot the drums so we 
got garbage pads, just emptied them, tumed them up-
side down, same thing. Thing is aU she had to do was 
just stand there and hit h so everybody said, oh, what 
magnificent shnpUcity of style. - no shit. She was play-
ing because she had a car and an ampUfier, which we 
happened io need at the thne. On top of that, we get 
called avante guarde for U, I mean that's just gravy on 
the table, great, we're avante guarde. Maybe, I should 
have had ber play with chopsticks that'd be outasight. 
Everytime she would attempt to roU it would just be 
fantastic to listen to her miss, I lovedher mistakes 
which were ahnost aU over the place. I'm not domg so 
good myself actually, for th&t matter, I have a tenden-
cy to playhi the wrong key somethnes er ah, my heart 
is hi the right place.... that's about all that's ut the right 
place. 
What about, you sort of mention John Caie, Maureen, 
are you the leader of the band- who mn pick and choose? 
What does that have to do with anythuig? 
Well, if you obviously dkln't like these people why were 
they in the band? 
The band I have now? 
No, well, say the old band. 
I'm not hiterested in that I'm only hiterested hi what is 
here now. Bands come and go, bands come and go, like 
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Ajax. New and unpnived. The thmg Fm mterested In Is 
the band now, the band now is here, see for yourself,. 
you'U Uke 'em or you won't like them and I don't care 
whether you do or you dont. I Uke 'em and if I get off 
there's more chance you get off. 
Break. 
A movie company was trying to get m touch whh me, 
RCA didn't know how to get m touch with me, dkln't 
know where I was for four months. 
Where were you? 
At home. 
What do you do, anything special? 
I avokl RCA. 
That's your main occupation around New York? 
No, my mam occupation around New York is gettmg 
dope. I try my best to encourage it. Well, its not dope 
its more vitamin oriented because there's a lot of flu 
going around. WeU the thuig is I don't like people tel-
ling.me what io read, I don't like people telUng me what 
I can see in a movie and that applies to like other tiimgs 
too, I mean I don't nund if someone lays the infonnation 
out this does this and this and this accordhig to what we 
know this is this and this is this, but then you do what 
you want. I mean, what is this bullshit about prescript-
ions. The thhig is I'd stUl like to know who the fuck is 
in charge ofall this horseshit. YTcnow who are they to 
say you can't have that it's no good for you. I want to 
have ft, I don't give a fuck If h's no good for me but 
you'U losj ten years off your Ufe, weU, that's cool. 
^A25-^  
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They can't rip you offfor tax if they can't control yoiii 
Well, the thmg is nobody does anythhig about it y'know 
so on "Metal Machme Music" I mcluded enough inform-
ation so that you can leam how to write your own script. 
WeU the thing is, on "Metal Machine Music", there's a 
molecular stmcture, there's a reference, and ft teUs you 
the books to get. You get those books and you wUI 
fmd out where to order anything, how to make out a 
prescription pad how to y'know, UteraUy hang out a Ik-
ence. Yeah, well everybody says right on, but Fm telUng 
you, I don't know any other alburn that does, but the 
Japanese dkl a review of where they said this is the fhst 
illickly manufactured drag by a record company. The 
thmg is its worth, forgetthig about the record, it's worth, 
it is just to have the uiformation on it because I'm hip 
to it and you guys aren't. Which is not a put down, its 
just that I've had more access because I travel around 
more. 
Have you ever thought, say drugwlse, y Tcnow, you 
want people to be able to get what they want, have you 
ever thought ofy 'know, there's a lot of sort of pro-leg-
alisation of dope, y 'k.now you don't believe in anything 
organised like that. 
No, 110, no, that's for Uni people. I don't beUeve hi 
groups, no that sounds awful too, fuck that, all I'm say-
hig is, here's how to go score some legally ahight, y'know 
with the least amount of hassle y'know, there y'go. If 
you take that along with the record hil be reaUy outa-
sight, y'know. And the record works, y'know, I dkl ev-
cor\tlnye^ on ^^^ AX. 
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diaphrams 
(Cost: $3.50 plus consultation fee.) 
•This is one of the oldest conception control methods 
and StUl provides a high protection rate (95-97%) 
diaphragm 
dome of 
soft rubber 
cream 
orjally 
spring (coll-sprlng typa) 
dtophragm 
Use and Description 
A diaphragm is made of soft rubber ui the shape of 
a shaUow cup. It has a flexible metal spring rim and 
when properly fitted and inserted fits snugly over the 
neck of the womb, resting in place behind the pubic 
bone and reachitig back into the posterior of the vagina. 
A diaphragm is always used in conjunction with a sper-
micide and may be inserted not more than 2 hours be-
fore coitus. It should not be removed less than sbc hours 
after intercourse and may be left in for a couple of days 
at a time if desu-ed. 
To oblain a correct diaphragm size it should be fitted 
by a doctor and teaching is usually given to make sure 
the woman can use it correctly. Unless the woman has a 
baby or has an abdominal operation she can buy her new 
diaphragm of the same size at the chemist. 
A diaphragm need not really be messy and, when put 
in durmg foreplay, can be fun and teach both partners 
more about the woman's anatomy. Like a tampon, U is 
painless and unnoticeable when in place. A new one 
should last approximately a year. 
Some women may have a reaction to the spermicide 
used and may have to change brands. In a few cases they 
may be aUergic to the rubber. 
TABLETS AND SUPPOSITORIES 
Not as effective as creams or jelly. 
Spermicidal tablets pushed into the vagina where they 
melt or foam-like jellies and creams alone they are not 
effective. 
condoms 
(With foam, cream or jeUy); ("french letter', 'rubber', 
'safe' etc) 
Condoms 10c each/Coloured 20c each, 
Delfen foam and appUcator $4,00 25 appUcations. 
Ortho and Delfen Cream and appUcator S2.50, 25 
appUcations. 
Use and Description 
The Condom has been used since Roman times. Now-
adays they are usuaUy made of thin, strong latex mbber 
and are designed to fit over an erect penis. Thus they 
prevent introduction of sperm into the vagina by pro-
viding a mechanical barrier between the penis and the 
vaguia. 
Some condoms are already lubricated to aid entry 
into the vagina, some have plain closed ends or are tip-
ped with a 'nipple' to hold semen. The condom is unrol-
led onto the erect penis before intercourse, not before 
ejaculation as sperm may already have been released in 
the first drops of male discharge. As the condom is un-
roUed, the closed end should be pinched together to dis-
pel air and form a pocket for semen. Take care not to 
tear against rings or frngemaUs. 
After intercourse and the subsequent loss of erection, 
the male should hold the upper condom tight against, 
his penis so as not to spiU out any semen. 
rhythm 
method 
(Vatican Roulette) 
This is the only bkth control method approved by 
the CathoUc Church, h is based on the premise that, 
in general cucumstanccs, the ovary expels ovum and one 
time per cycle and that this is available for fertUizatioh for 
only 72 hours. 
If used correctly by a couple this can work, but require 
strong determination and effort. The idea is that couples 
avoid intercourse at the time ofovahtion when the egg is 
released from the ovary ,in the middle of the month. 
There are a number of variations on the basic idea. Most. 
women are advised to check teriiperature each morning 
and test vaginal mucous to predict the right time. 
The W,H,0, Sexual Report says pregnancy rates vary: 
(a) 'Rhythm* alone - 14,40% 
(b) Combining 'Rhythm' with temperature chart -
3,2-8% 
(c) Confming intercourse to second half of cycle only, 
from three days after ovulation rise to menstruat-
ion-1,4% 
Unfortunately many students tend to have intercourse 
and roughly 'estimate' when it is 'safe'. This is, of course, 
even riskier than using a complicated chart, is completely 
; inesponsible and not worth the worry or risk. D 
HOW TO FIGURE THE "SAFE" ANO "UNSAFE" DAVS 
Effectiveness 
Used alone, a condom has a pregnancy rate of S-7% 
- this may largely be due to late appUcation, delay of 
withdrawal, or tearing or faulty condom. Thus it is advis 
able tp always use in conjunction with a spermicidal foan 
such as 'Delfen' or a cream or jeUy. Used together, the 
faUure rate is reduced to 3 - 5%. 
Caution 
Ignore all claims that condoms are electrically tested 
- only the British Druex brands arc regularly checked 
by an independent body. Do not store them in a waUet 
or pocket or in heat for any length of time as they wUl 
perish. If further lubrication is needed, use a spermicidal 
foam, cream, jelly (k-y) or saUva but not vaseline as it 
deteriorates rubber. 
Evaluation 
Although often downplayed in AustraUa, they are not 
found so 'distasteful' elsewhere - especiaUy when used 
with some imagination and humour. Multi-coloured con-
doms are available from the FamUy Planning CUnic and 
double excellentiy as balloons. They are advantageous in 
that they are avaUable without a prescription. 
ItNGTH OF 
SHORTEST 
fEHlOO 
21 OAVS 
22 DAYS 
23 DAVS 
24 OAVS 
25 OAVS 
26 OAVS 
27 DAVS 
28 DAYS 
29 DAYS 
30 DAYS 
31 DAYS 
32 DAVS 
33 DAYS 
34 DAYS 
35 DAYS 
36 DAYS 
37 DAYS 
38 DAVS 
FIRST UNSAFE 
DAY AFTEH START 
OF ANyPEAIOD 
3RD DAY 
4TH DAY 
5TH DAY 
6TH DAV 
7TH DAY 
8TH DAY 
9TH DAV 
10TH DAY 
I ITHOAY 
12TH DAY 
13TH DAY 
14TH DAY 
1 5TH DAV 
16TH DAV 
17TH DAY 
ISTHOAV 
19TH OAY 
2 0 T H OAY 
lENCTHOP 
UONCIST 
PCRIOO 
21 DAVS 
22 DAYS 
. 23 DAVS 
24 DAVS 
25OAVS 
26 DAYS 
27 DAYS 
28 DAYS 
29 DAYS 
30 OAVS 
31 DAYS 
32 DAYS 
33 DAYS 
34 DAYS 
< 35 DAYS 
36 DAVS 
37 DAYS 
38 DAYS' 
UST UNSAFE 
DAY AFTER START 
OF A N Y PERIOD 
1 0 T H DAV 
1 1 T H DAY 
1 2 T H DAY 
1 3 T H DAV 
14TH DAV 
I S T H DAY 
16TH DAY 
17TM DAV 
1 8 T H DAV 
1 9 T H DAV 
2 0 T H DAT 
21 ST DAV 
2 2 N D DAV 
23RDDAV 
2 4 T H DAY 
2 5 T H DAV 
2 6 T H DAV 
2 7 T K DAV 
AND NOW FOR SOMETHING A LITTLE MORE 
Sterilization, a surgical procedure for the per-
manent prevention of conception, is usually advised 
in the following situations: when pregnancy could 
endanger a woman's life or health; when the parents 
have already produced a child with an inherited 
nervous or physical disease, such as hemophilia; 
where physical, mental or emotional factors prevent 
the. couple from,caring for another child properly; 
when a couple considers their family complete and 
wishesjibsolute protection from pregnancy. Although 
hospital policy varies, most regulations assume 
childbearing is essential to every woman's life. 
It is often difficult for women with few or no children 
to obtain permission for sterilization. 
Female sterilization 
A womkn can be sterilized by the surgical remov-
al of any of the reproductive organs: ovaries (oopho-
rectomy), uterus (hysterectomy), or Fallopian tubes 
(salpingectomy). Since simpler methods of steriliza-
tion exist, these methods are not used unless the 
tissue is damaged or diseased. 
The most common method of fehiale sterilization, 
tubal ligation, which involves tying off the Fallopian 
tubes, effectively p^eveiits an egg from reaching the 
uterus, and the sperm from traveUing into the tube. 
The woman continues to ovulate and have menstrual 
bleeding.each cycle. . 
To perform the operation, an inciaidn is made in 
the abdominal wall and the tubes brought into view 
one at a time. "The tubes are cut, usually close to 
the uterus, and the separated ends are tied or 
stapled closed. 
The operation may be performed within 12 hours 
after normal delivery, when the uterus is enlarged 
and the tubes are easily reached. After ceserean 
section tthe operation is done after repairing the 
uterine incision. In either case, the procedure hard-
ly lengthens the hospital stay! 
When a woman has not been pregnant for several 
months, sterilization may be performed abdornirially, 
as discussed above, or by making an incision' in the 
vagina through which either tubal ligation or hys-
terectomy can be done. The operation is done under 
general anesthesia. 
Tubal ligation has a failure rate of about 1 in 
260 cases (somewhat higher after ceserean section). 
Less than 50^ c of the attempts at reversibility have 
been successful. 
PERMANENT 
Tubal ligation under "laparoscopic control" is a 
niore modem sterilization technique. A tube contain-
ing a tiny electric bulb is passed through a smaU 
incision in the abdominal wall. Carbon dioxide gas is 
pumped into the abdominal cavity. With the cavity 
bloated, the pelvic organs can be easily seen. The 
surgeon passea special- instruments through the 
lighted tube, grasps .the Fallopian tubes, "bups" 
them with an electric current, and cuts through them 
once they are hardened. irhiB procedure is less 
.traumatic than mejor abdominal surgery, and some 
hospitals discharge women the same day of lap-
aroscopic sterilization. 
Male Sterilization 
Sterilization may be performed on the male in two 
ways. Castration, removal of both testicles, is never 
done on normal individuals because it produces im-
potence and eliminates sexual desire, as well as af-
fects secondary masculine traits. It is considered 
only in the case of serious diseases such as cancer 
/ T n e riiost common method of male sterilization, 
an operation known as a vasectomy, has no effects 
on a man's sexual desire or virility, except perhaps 
to enhance it by relieving bim from fears of having 
another child. The operation involves severing the 
vas deferens, thereby. preventing the passage of 
sperm from the testicles to the penis. Since the 
coiitribution of the testes accounts for only about 
1/10 of the volume of the total ejaculate, the actual 
quantity of seminal fluid is not appreciably dimi-
nished.. 
A small uicision is made in the upper and lateral 
region of the scrotum, directly over the spermatic 
cord. The cord itself is cut and,the vas deferens 
is separated from the blood vessels and nerves, "rwo 
ligatures are put a small distance apart around the 
vas deferens and the portion between them is cut 
out. The mcision is closed with sutures and a tem-
porary dressing applied. The entire operation done 
either in a hospital or doctor's office takes approx-
imately 20 minutes. Men are sometimes advisecl 
to wear a suspensory for a few days to hold the tes-
ticles up so that traction on the wound is not painful. 
Male sterilization cannot be depended on for 
contraception for the Hrst three weeks after vasec-
tomy, during which time sperm produced before the 
operation may stUI be present in the semen. After 
this titne a semen specimen is examuied under a 
microscope to check for the complete absence of 
sperm. In about 1% of the cases the severed ends of 
the vas defere.ris. grow together and continue to 
transport sperm. Therefore it is advisable to have a 
semen specimen, txamined about evbry six weeks 
for the first sut months after which such precau-
tions are no longer necessary. 
Attempts to restore fertility after a vasectomy 
have beeii successful ih only about 50% of casea. 
Reversible methods are bemg sought such alj use of 
a sUicon irjection • which hardens to form a remo-
vable plug. . ' , 
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OUTSIDE 
LAW 
Recently, tiie media has given a lot of publicity to pol-
ice corruption in Queensland, They have joined with pro-
minent lawyers and academics in caUing for various inqui-
ries and investiBations, Prominent barristers have slated 
it is common knowledge Uiat the poUce manufacture evi-
dence, frame people (brick them). There have been refer-
ences to protection rackets and intimidation. All tiiis is 
not peculiar to Queensland either, in Victoria a judicial 
inquiry mto police corruption and brutaUty has been drag-
ging on for months. These mquiries and mvestigations 
are not new either, but occur with monotonous regularity 
from state to state. In Queensland the last Royal Commis-
sion into police corruption was held just over 10 years 
ago. At that time tiiere was a great stir in the press. In 
Pariiament statements were made that "Senior poUce of-
ficers frequented the National Hotel, encouraging and con-
doning a caU giri service that operated there ,„ " Tiiose hi-
volved included the tiien Police Commissioner Bischof, 
and other prominent members of the force. The inquiry 
proved to be a cover-up from beginning to end. WUnes-
ses were forced to perjure themselves and went in fear 
of their lives. 
What then was the point of the inquiry, or any inquiry 
when there is so much to be concealed? According to an 
English legal authority. Lord Salmon, such mquiries are 
held to " .... allay pubUc anxiety ... ". Peter James m his 
book deaUng with the National Hotel Inquiry, pointed 
out that the purpose is also lo "„,focus the blame on a 
minimum of scapegoats, leaving tiie remainder unscath-
ed „." Cormplion in the police force, he concludes, "on 
tiie widest view might be thought of as a reflection of 
the society which the force serves.," This is to say that 
the police force is merely reflectmg the general violence 
and corruption amongst the ruUng circles in Australia. 
It is said that the police sunply carry out the law, that 
they .are above class and poUtics. But just a glance at the 
role they|)lay when workers are on strike or demonstrat-
mg, e.g, the Mt Isa lockout and the recent Ford strUce in 
Melboume shows that this is false. In industrial conflicts 
Professional 
Accountancy 
(Positiora nailabte In an mainland cipital CHIMI 
A gradutta intarattod in a caraar m a profasional' 
accountant ot in a managatnant position in financa or 
induittv should considar tha advantagis of training to ba 
a Chvtarad Aocountanfwidi Paat, Marwick, Mitchall & 
Co. 
WiiOffar:- • Excaptionat opportonitiM for 
promotion. 
* Stimulating woffc on tha affain of a wida 
rsngaofcliantb 
* Intarast arid car* In your trdning by 
vigoroui, highly quaiifiadftaff. 
• Emphaiit on tha tfsining a^acti of a!i 
a«iflnmant» ^ "on-tha^ob" training) 
• Training couftet ("ott-tha-iob" training) . 
vrhich anaUa you to gafn thk maximum 
axparianoa from your practial woric. 
•Manuals, (tandardiied tachniquM and 
working papan, a compfehtnilv* 
profeaional library tnd tupport 
information In all tachnleai arts of . 
practic* (accounting, audit, fjnanca and 
tax). 
'• AttraBtiv*talary(raviawadraguladv)and 
paid ovartima. 
Thara ai* outatanding caraan within tha firm for 
aUa paopla who. at thair axparianea and rt^ioniibUity 
row, vrill beeoma mora involvad In ipwial invattigatiom 
and financial'.rapordng. Othais.may prafar a fcaraar 
oittiida th* profMion wh*f« thair bioad axparianoa of 
accounting and eloaa eontacti' with many typai of 
hmtnawai during thair pariod of training will grattly >Mlrt 
in th*lr admncamant to k*y nttnaganwnt podtiom. 
To obtain fiirtiiar information rtgirdlng cara*r 
opiwrtunltlis. both in BtiAan* and othar Auttralian 
cHtai^  plaaia writ* toi-
Mr. John Alipaai, Partnar, 
Paat'MirwIck, Mitchall & Co., 
ZeOQuaanStTMt, (PMM&Co!) 
Britban*..QId.4000 
(Talaphon*3M166) 
die state inevitably intervenes on Uie side of the employ-
ers. That is, the.policy and m some cases even the army, 
are used to suppress the workers not the boss. Everyone,, 
knows about the trumped up charges of "resistmg arrest", 
"insulting words", and so fortii coupled with false "ver-
bal confessions" to which police-swear the slieer invent-
ion of evidence. Their almost every action shows that 
they carry out a rich man's law in a ricli man's society; 
and rich man's society - capitalism - is a system ofvio-
lence and corruption. The expropriation of surplus value 
(the basis of profit) from the wage workers is robbery 
and violence. This is tiie system that tiie poUce reflect. 
They use unrestricted violence against their victims. Of 
course they deny U. According to them they are nice, 
courteous gentlemen who wouldn't hurt a fly. The facts 
show otherwise. Everyone remembers the brutality dis-
played by them during the rallies against the Vietnam war 
and during the "State of Emergency" declared during the 
tour by the representatives of the racist Soulh African re-
gime. 
The police forces in Australia reveal themselves as a 
special body of armed men, who have violence and pris-
ons at their disposal, to enforce capitalist law, and to acl 
outside that law if necessary in the interests of the capU-
alist class. The more sensitive activities are usually carried 
out by the secret poUce. In Queensland there is tiie "Spe-
cial Branch" who co-ordinate wiUi similar agencies such 
as A,S,I,0. They compile dossiers on people "of inler-
esl tosecurity". That is anyone with dissident views was 
revealed during the notorious Petrov Royal Commission, 
1954-5, (See "The Petrov Conspiracy Unmasked") To 
quote the one-time Labor OpposUion Leader Chiffley, 
"they employ Uars, perjurers and pimps" ..,.they use for-
gery, burglary, telephone tapping, extortion, blackraaU 
and murder to carry oul their activities. These are not is-
olated occurrences, but general procedure. 
At this university students are subjected to police in-
timidation and persecution because of theu dissident or 
radical beliefs. Dossiers on students are compUed with or 
Professional 
Accounting 
Applications invited from students graduating in Commerce 
to join our staff at the end of this year. 
Vacation work is also avilable for undergraduates consider-
ing futuie employment in pubUc accounting 
Yarwood Vane & Co is one of Australia's larger Chartered 
Accounting Arms with offices in all nwnland states and is a 
part of the international practice of Deloitte, Haskins & 
Sells. 
TRAINING: 
All new graduates attend two weeks of full time staff trai-
ning soon after joining the firm. A great deal of empharfs is 
placed upon on-the-job training which is supervised by our sen-
ior accountants. In addition, staff training seminars and lectu-
res are conducted throughout the year where policies are expl-
ained and new procedures discussed. 
OPPORTUNrriES: 
The firm offers good opportunities for gaining a wide ex-
perience from ajsjgnments with diints ranging in size from lis-
ted public compaiues to sole proprietors including -
'Auditing 
*Taxfltk)n 
'Investigations 
*Share valuations 
'Insurance claims 
'Accounting and secretarial 
SALARIES: 
Commencing salaries are attractive and are reviewed each 
six months. 
Contact our staff parmer for further particulars 
Mr A. S, Kennedy 
Yarwood Vane & Co., 
288 Queen Street, 
BRISBANE QLD 4000 
Telephone: 21.7038 
THE 
without the co-operation of university authorities. One 
student, Mitch Thompson, who was prominent during 
tiie campaign to "Support Supporting Mothers" last sem-
ester, which culminated in demonstrations in the Social 
Security Department, was framed on a drug charge shor-
tly afterwards. This is despite the fact Uiat Thompson 
has always been hostUc to all tiie aspects of the so-called 
drug culture, and does not smoke or drink! His frame-up 
consisted of drugs being "found" m his room by Com-
monwealth Police; fabrication of stalements (verbaUing) 
was carried out quite blatantly. The police olticer con-
cemed merely dictated a statement to a typist without 
even talking lo Thompson. Tliis was a political action, its 
purpose was lo intimidate those who hold radical views. 
The implication is, if you step oul of line then you wiU 
get the same ireatment. This is not an exceptional case. 
The intimidation and brutaUty used agamst blacks in Bris-
bane is another case that should be exposed. No number 
of judicial inquiries wUl alter tiic nature of the police for-
.ce which mirrors the violence and corruption inherent m 
monopoly capitalism. 
With so much to lude one might wonder why an inqui-
ry would be tolerated. Of course a real inquiry, a people's 
inquiry, would not be tolerated. What the judiciary wants 
is a public wliitewash to help prop up whal littie pretence 
of justice they can muster. However, the social system of 
capitalism is more and more on trial, its exploitative nat-
ure becoming more apparent, wlule its internal crisis is 
deepening. Deception of the people as to "justice" etc, 
no longer has the same hold. Therefore the emphasis sliifts 
from deception to coercion. Police are armed, engage in 
joint training exercises with the Army, Special squads 
are formed and equipped with tear gas and olher poison 
gases, emphasis is put on crowd control and anti-people 
tactics. Lets have an investigation into the police, not by 
judges or ScoUand Yard or parsons, but by the people. 
Expose the vicious nature ofthe police and tiie system 
that they serve. 
Graduates 
Business Careers 
New graduates in Commerce, 
Economics, Business Studies, Arts, 
and Science-Chemistry/E,D.P, 
Come and talk with us about marketing, 
finance, computers, accounting, technical 
sales and other careers in our marl<eting-
oriented company, 
We'll be visiting you on 22/23rd September, 1975. 
M©bil 
1342 
Family Day Care 
The Urtion Family Day Care Programme 
has fui}! time child care placements 
available for students and staff in the 
following areas: Sunnybank,Sherwood 
Cooparoo, Everton Park, Indooroptlly, 
Brookfield, Ferny Hills, 
All Enquiries to Jane Nystal 
Phone 71-1611 
16 Mmtxr noreit 
NOVUS CLIZriD 
A revolutionary teaching aid for young children 
OPERATION: 
One eye is red, the other is green 
For example, consider the problem of multiplying 
12 by 13. 
The child first keys in 12 followed by the multi-
plication key. Next entry is 13 followed by the equals 
key. 
At this point the eye display is inactive. The child 
then keys in an answer (say 154) and presses the 
question mark key. Because the answer is wrong, 
the red eye lights up. 
When the correct answer is keyed in the green eye 
illuminates. 
This eyecatching multicoloured unit 
is complete with a denim string-pull 
pouch and a stick-on label all contained 
in a brightly coloured plastic case. 
RETAIL $17.99 
UNION CALCULATOR SHOP Price about 
subject to confirmation. $ie 
UNION CALCULATOR SHOP 
HOYIK digital timepieces. 
ES-1-Y 
Base metal circular yellow gold-
plated bezel, stainless steet back, 
Tan suede leather bracelet 
GR1-2W-1S-0 as illustrated 
Base metal, white Niesen-plated bezel, 
stainless steel back. Stainless steel link 
bracelet with fold-over buckle easily 
adiustable. 
GR1-2Y-1P-0 as illustrated 
Base metal, 5 tnic. yellow gold plated 
bezel, stainless steel back. Yellow ' 
gold-plated stainless steel bracelet, 
fold-over buckle, easily adjustable. 
18" COLOUR TV 
I0HT $ 599 
SW€ $535 
The Union Calculator Shop and ths Union Agency will 
allow a special discount of A% oft the price of any 
goods totalling moro than $100 as a single purchase 
made with your taxation refund cheque as full or part 
paymant uerore 30th September 1975 
i¥im> 
union calculator sh ft 
OPEN 
MONDAY-THURSDAY»AM.7PM T . | . 7 0 9 8 1 7 O , 7 1 1611 
FRIDAY SAM-5PM Internal: Ext.394or6443. 
Mail Orders 
add $2.00. 
Itf 10 $20 IRAMiH OH A BEAIHUU HSUl SMff 
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If your old cassette player murders new music...if it can't be serviced or just 
won't work any more... U P D A T E ! 
All this month, turn your old "Orphan Annie" cassette in for cash on a new 
SONY SUPERB CASSETTE SOUND 
in any sound line-up, Sony cassette players and radio-cassettes have the top billing because Sony portables sound 
great. And Sony builds them to last with only the best components and strong cabinets-Sony backs them, too, with solid 
service organisations all over Australia,.. When you update with Sony, you've gone al I the way... to the top. 
MODEL TC115 
COMPACT CASSETTE-CORDER 
The perfect memo—and great 
for music, too. Features integral 
Sony Eleclret Condenser 
microphone assuring compact 
sensitivity and recording, 
quality complete with carrying 
case and shoulder strap. 
MODEL CF4S0 
DELUXE PORTABLE/FM-AM 
RADIO 
Another all-purpose unit designed 
to give you high quality 
reproduction. Together with 
sensiiive FM/AM reception. 
Features instant recording and 
automatic shutoff. 
! / 
MODEL CF130 
CASSETTE-CORDER/ 
FM-AM RADIO 
Another beautifully designed and 
compact casselte-corder/radio 
from Sony. Completely portable, 
llhas built-in AC/DC operation 
so you can use the CF130 on 
either household current or 
batteries. Receives FM/AM 
radio and you can record direct 
from the radio to the cassette. 
Features Sony's unique 
automatic optimum recording 
level system. 
MODEL TC126CS 
PORTABLE STEREO 
CASSETTE-CORDER 
An eminently'compact and 
-portable stereo cassette-corder 
ideal for a picnic, al a campsite, 
In your bedroom, in the kitchen— 
everywhere. Comes wilh 
detachable separate speakers 
and is also a portable stereo 
cassette deck. The multi-purpose 
unit for on-the-go people. 
OTHER ACCESSORIES: 
And if you prefer the very 
ultimate in sound, Sony offer a 
range of super-sensitive 
microphones to match your needs. 
If you don't already own a 
cassette player, see your nearest 
Sony retailer now for a great 
Sony cassette deal. 
MODEL CF1 BOS 
RADIO/CASSETTE-CORDER 
A greal combination—cassette 
recorder, 3-band radio. You'll 
record direct from th'e in-built 
radio or through the Electret 
integral microphone. Auto 
shutoff, tone swilch and 
earpiece are all standard. 
MODEL TC133CS 
COMPACT STEREO CASSETTE-
CORDER 
The complete stereo casselte-
corder. Compact yet powerful. 
Features detachable lid-speakers 
foroptimum stereo placement and 
removable hand grip. There's no 
limit to the versalilily of this unit. 
SONY CASSETTE TAPES 
Sony manofacfure a great range 
of super low-noise, high-oulput 
tapes for maximum quality 
reproduction. Whatever your 
requirement, Sony high quality 
Chrome Dioxide or Sony Ferri 
Chrome, there's a Sony Cassette 
to suit. 
SONY for particular people 
UNION AGENCY 
Located in the Union Shopping Arcade 
Tel. 711611 Internal calls: Ext. 394 or 6443 
18 semper florett 
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NAMIBIA: IT ALL BEGAN WITH THE KAISER 
It's not exactly Marlboro country.... in fact the atlas 
would have you believe that its nearly all desert, but to 
the people of Namibia, it's home. Namibia, (or South 
West Africa) is today, the focus of an escalating confron-
tation between black African nationalists, supported by 
the U.N., and the South African govemment, who curren-
tly rule Namibia. 
During the balmy days of European imperialism, South 
West Africa was a German colony, having been a casulty 
of the "scramble for Africa" in 1884. With the defeat of 
Germany in 1918, South West AFrica became a League 
of Nations mandated territory, administered by the Union 
of South Africa, then an obedletit dominion of the Bri-
tish Empire. 
With the demise of the League and the establishment 
of the UN in 1945, all mandated territories in Africa, with 
the exception of South West Africa, became UN trustee-
ship territories, and subsequently were granted independ-
ence. 
South Africa, which had been pressing for the incor-
poration of South West Africa inlo the Union of South 
Africa since 1933, refused to convert the territory to a 
trusteeship, arguing that the dissolution of the League 
voided any international accountibility on South Africa's 
part, for the administration of the territory. 
On three occasions in the 1950s the International 
Court of Justice at the Hague handed down yes-no opin-
ions on the' matter. In 1960 Ethiopia and Liberia asked 
the court for compulsory jurisdiction on the case. Six 
years later, the Court again delivered a non-committal 
judgement on the case. 
However, the tardy conscience of the United NaUons 
was once again pricked, and in 1966 the General Assem-
bly resolved that South Africa should be stripped of the 
mandate, and responsibility for it should be assumed by 
a Council of Namibia, appointed by the U.N, 
There followed, once again, a period of diplomatic inv 
acrivily, and South Africa taking advantage of the diplo-
matic lull, proceeded to incorporate Namibia into the 
Republic of South Africa. 
The 1969 South West Africa Affairs Act completed 
the administrative takeover of Namibia, and resulted in 
the direct administration of Namibia from Pretoria. 
In 1969 the UN appointed Agha Hamid, Acting Com-
missioner for Namibia, and in 1974 Sean McBridean Irish 
diplomat, a founding member of the Fianna Fail, and at 
the time of his appointment, chairman of Amnesty Inter-
national. McBride immediately demonstrated "his deter-
mination to bring a positive and activist approach to his 
new job." 
Meanwhile back in Namibia 
While the wheels of international justice ground slow-
ly, the black people of Namibia were taking initatives 
themselves. The major black African political organisa-
tion, the South West African People's O'rganisation 
(SWAPO), which has its most substantial support amon-
gst the Ovambo people in the North of Namibia decided 
that in addition, their goals by diplomatic and internal 
political means, SWAPO would engage in armed struggle. 
The anguish of SWAPO leaders who tried for years lo 
achieve a measure of independence by non-violent means 
is expressed in the following slatement by Tiovo Ja Toivo, 
one of the founders of SWAPO who was tried in 1967, 
and sentenced to 20 years imprisonment under South 
Africa's Infamous Terrorism Act: 
"The judgement of the World Court was a bitter dis-
appointment to us. We felt betrayed and we believed 
that South .Africa would never fulfill its trust. Some 
felt that we would secure our freedom only by fighting 
for it 
'There are some who say they are sympathetic to our 
aims, but that they condemn violence. I would answer 
that I am not by nature a man ofviolence, and I believe 
that violence is a sin against God and my fellow man. 
SWAPO itself was a^on-violent organisation, but tfie 
South African Govemment is not truly interested in 
whether opposition is violent or non-violent. 
"I had no answer to the question 'where has your 
non-violence got us?' Whilst the World Court judgement 
was pending, I at least had that to fall back on. When we 
failed, after years of waiting, I have no answer to give to 
my people;" 
Toivo made this statement at his trial. In 1970, the 
SWAPO Consultative Conference meeting' ui Tanzania 
reafTirmed thiaf'armed struggle Is the only effective way 
to bring about the liberarion of Namibia and that the 
Namibian people have already accepted the armed revo-
lution as an inevitability in our struggle for self determm-
ation and Independence." 
Although replete wilh revolutionary rhetoric, the sta-
tement did not accurately portray the situation in Nami-
bia. 
Perhaps the most obnoxious aspect of South African 
policy in South-West Africa has been the extetislon ofthe 
notorious apartheid policy of racial separation. 
As in South Africa itself, the South African govern-
ment have created smaD "autonomous" tribal homeland 
areas for black Namibians. This impbsirion of the "Ban-
lustan system" has been utterly opposed and resented by 
the South West African people. At present there are nine 
of these homeland areas, most of them in the north (see 
map), 
In particular, Ovambo, tribal base of SWAPO (which 
was originally called the Ovambo People's Organisation), 
has been the locus of concerted opposition. When South 
Africa attempted to establish a facade of representative 
government, the Ovambo Legislarive Council, SWAPO 
called for a boycott which was 977o effective. The Coun-
cil was formed almost exclusively from the ranks of the 
traditional tribal headmen, most of whom are illiterate. 
The South African govemment recently reconstituted 
the Legislative Council, eighteen months.after the first 
election. Again SWAPO called for a boycott, but only 
50% ofthe population refused to vote. There is clear evi-
dence that intimidation by the South African authorities 
took place. On the other hand, SWAPO may be losing mo 
mentum inside Namibia, One report, by a white post-gra-
duate student, who worked in Ovambo recently pointed 
out that 
"the vast majority of the leaders are now in exile, in 
Zambia, in Angola, in Bofsevana. Belween three and five 
thousand of the country's elite are no longer there, 
" this exodus has left many of those who have're-
mained with a spirit of defeatism growing in their minds 
- certainly there is some spirit of submission abroad 
which was not abroad before," 
Within Namibia, SWAPO officials have never espoused 
violence in any form, SWAPO is stiU legal in Namibia, and 
advocacy ofviolence would be likely to endanger the or-
ganisation, hi January this year (1975) Axel Johannes, 
secretary of SWAPO restated SWAPO's intemal policy: 
The three major demands were as follows: 
1. a true democracy with an independent, unitary 
state. 
2. SWAPO was not anti-white, but anti the system 
that deprived blacks of their birthright;on commg to 
power, SWAPO would promulgate a BUl of Righls. 
3. SWAPO was not opposed to talks with South 
Africa, but there were certain requisites to be met. 
Thus Ute political struggle within Namibia conlmues. 
On the one hand through armed struggle, on the other, 
through political agitation. Etieser Tuhadeleni, now a 
prisoner at the notorious Robben Island prison summed 
it up this way: 
"We fmd ourselves a conquered people and the master 
does not discuss with the slaves. And so we shall free our-
selves and discussion wiU take place again between equals. 
Our struggle against South Africa is an unequal one, I 
have seen the power of South Africa, But bavid slew Gol-
iath because he had right on his side, and Namibians have 
faith that, we too, haw right on our side." D ' 
John Harrison 
BRISBANE temper Tiomix *> 
The activities of the Brisbane CA.k.E. (Campa^n 
Agamst Racial Exploitation) group, over the last month 
has focused on Woolworths and its sale of South African r 
fish (under the brand names of Woolworths, frvmg and 
Johnson, Hy Peak, Dawy King and John West). 
The decision to single out Woolwortlis must be seen 
as part of an overall attempt to highlight the economic 
ties belween Australia and South Africa. Tics, that jud-
ged in the context of international trade, remain as the 
strongest pillar in the ediface of apartheid. If South Afr-
ica was to become isolated from the markets of Europe, 
America and Australia, if companies that at present bene 
fit from cheap, black labour were prevented, through 
boycotts, from operating within a system that pays 
blacks in the fishing industry one third of tlie minimum 
subsistence wage, then it can remain only a matter of 
time before the economic base that sustains what is be-
coming an increasingly more paranoid and decadent 
White life style, is eroded. It is against this background, 
and in accordance with the expressed wishes of Black 
nationalists for economic boycotts, that CARE has 
picketed Woolworths as the largest suigle outlet-for 
South African fish. 
The action, by itself is in no way dramatic or original. 
It is unlikely to initiate the collapse of apartheid! Yet it 
is a beginning and the effort, even if tokenistic, is an 
articulation of opposition to apartheid, of support for 
those progressive forces in South Africa that are fighting' 
the Vorster regime. The real battle against apartheid can 
only be fought in South Africa ilself. We can only make 
sure that our consumerism does not support and perpet-
uate that system. 
The reaction to the pickets has been discouraging 
thougli predictable. Some have been genuinely interest-
ed in the campaign, have slopped and discussed the issue. 
Others have reacted with surprising hostility and have 
aumpled our rather unpretentious pamphlets witii the 
grim determination and hidignation ofthe most zealous 
apostie of righteousness. By far, however, the greatest 
(if one can use so positive a word) reaction has been un-
adultrated apathy. I suppose its quite understandable. I 
mean what has Saturday morning shopping really have 
to do with Black nationalism and the complex imbroglio 
of intenlational trade that sustains apartheid! 
In addition to die pickets, CARE also organised the 
screenings of tiie excellent BBC production of Last 
Grave In Dimbaza; a depressing analysis of the conditions 
of Black workers and their families in South Africa. In 
an attempt to show those at the centre of die poUtical, 
economic and social rapport between Australia and 
South Africa, the harsh realities of apartheid, titer© was 
a special screening to which State Parliamentarians, 
Managers of Woolworths and other retail stores and Ser-
vice clubs personnell were invited. Eager to express 
their breadth of vision, no State Parliamentarians atten-
ded. The managers of Woolwortiis and other stores could 
not make tiie screening either. For those tiiat did attend, 
the film which is a powerful indictment of apartiieid, 
with an invaluable portrayal ofthe infra-structure ofits 
institutionalised oppression, had a definite effect. Some, 
who had been tacit supporters of aparUieid admitted 
that they had no idea that condiiions in South Africa 
were so oppressive. The film proved to be didactic and 
provoked some useful discussion on racism in Australia, 
hi the few weeks that the fdm was m Brisbane, it 
was shown to as wide a cross section of the community 
as possible (schools and churches screened it as well.) 
There were two screenings at the House of Freedom 
Coffee shop where about 80 people attended. The screen-
ing at the Trades Hall proved extremely successful. Trade 
Union support, which is crucial to any meaningful boy-
cott of South African goods, was offered by tiiose unions 
represented. CARE hopes to work closely with tiie unions 
not only irt my programme of boycotts, but also in terms 
of acquainting workers with the facts and implications of 
Australian trade with South Africa. 
Anyone who wishes to join CARE, or who has any 
queries about Austrah'a/Soutii Afn'can relationships 
should contact Greg Thompson (Brisbane's CARE con-
venor) at 38 266g'or Peter Varghese (c/- Union Office) 
or write to CARE, ?J0. Box 23, Bulimba 4171. 
Peter Varghese 
"Tvie LOofiTi -^rorns 
PRELIMINARY FISH CIRCULAR 
1. THE SOUTH AFRICAN FISH INDUSTRY 
South Africa is the 6th largest fish producing coun-
try in the world, bi 1970 1.8 million tonnes of fish wete 
harvested of wluch over 90% is exported. Fish is a major 
earner of overseas capital for the white govemment and 
tiie wholly white owned corporations. 
Some 220 fishing trawlers support 22 processing 
plants, and a total of $60 million are invested in the 
fishing industry in both Soutii Africa and the territory 
of Namibia (illegally occupied by the white South Afri-
can Government.) (Fish are 23% of all Nambian export) 
(South Afiican Government figures.) 
2. EMPLOYMENT AND WAGES 
IN THE FISH INDUSTRY 
In 1973, the minimum subsistence wage for black 
people Ul South Africa was calculated al between $17:50 
- $19.50 per week. (This figure does not allow for "lux-
uries" such as "medicines, education, savings, holidays, 
furniture or blankets") 
hi 1972 the basic wage rate in the fishing industry in 
Namibia was 12 cents an hour, 18 cents an hour over-
time and 24 cents an hour on Sundays. OR R6.19 per 
week. 
This represents one third (1/3) of the minimum sub-
sistence wage. (Figures from South African Institute of 
Race Relations Survey 1973) 
The fishing industry employs some 20,000 black wor-
kers and supports a furtiier 50,000 women and children 
at this statvation level. 
3. CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT 
IN THE FISHING INDUSTRY 
Half a dozen major corporations, which are wholly 
white owned, work the industry and have eitiier forced 
black fishermen out of business, or established monopoly 
purchasing and processing procedures which fix low wa-
ges and prices for black workers, on both the fishing and 
processing aspects of the Industry. (See wages below). 
African Trade Unions in the industry are not recog-
nised and strikes by black workers are illegal. 
Black workers are subject to racial legislation which: 
1. Imposes a migratory labour system on African workers 
wliich makes it illegal for their wives and children to live • 
with tiiem. 
2. Forces all Africans over the age of 16 to carry a pass 
which must be in their possession at all times and contain 
stamped, signed permissions to be in any place, for a spe-
cific purpose at any time, (900,000 people are jailed un-
der the Pass Lawa annually). 
3. Allows the white govemment fo force coloured work-
ers to move from lands they have occupied for generat-
ions into racially based glietlos or dormitory accommo-
dation. 
4. Legislation breaches every claim ofthe United Nations 
Declaration of Human Rights for black people. 
5. Ensures that, by providing cheap labour, investment 
in South Africa provides the highest return in tiie world 
(between 14% and 17% profit per annum). 
6. Ensures that poverty, malnutrition and starvation 
are entrenched as a permanent feature of the lives of 
Black fishemien. 
A) Australia is one of the largest buyers of South 
African fish (with the US, UK, Japan, Rhodesia, France 
and West German). 
and fish products are the largest single Australian import 
from Soutii Africa worth $3.4 million dollars in 1971/72 
(Australian Govemment Deparlment of Statistics). 
B) Frozen fish, canned fish, and processed fish pro-
ducts make up the bulk of these imports and are sold 
under tiie following brand names: 
•Woolworths 
* I & J (Irvine and Johnson) 
•Hy Peak 
•Dairy King 
•John West 
Most are stamped 'Made In South Africa' 
C) The major retailer of South African fish products 
in Australia is tiie Woolwortiis supermarket chain, who 
with tiie exception of outlet in WooUongong, have de-
cluied lo discontinue the sale of Soutii African products, 
D) South African fish products compete directly with 
the Australian fishing industry's products. 
4. AUSTRALIA 
AND THE SOUTH AFRICAN FISH INDUSTRY 
5. FURTHER INFORMATION 
Further information on the Soulh African fish Indus-' 
tty will be produced including detailed wage figures, his-
tory of workers and details of working conditions and pro-
fits. 
Further information will follow on action planned in 
Australia. 
Contact: 
CARE Box 433. Civic Square, Canberra 2608 
or the local CARE group in your state. 
xf ar9wber kid4, P^ '^ f^ i^ Wr. . . . 
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JEANNIE LEWIS - IN CONCERT 
MAYNE HALL. UNIVERSITY. 
One always wonders why a person like Jean-
nie Lewis isn't a world-wide household word. And 
Al Ward figures largely in the scheme of things 
after his performance at Mayne Hall last week. The 
hall was almost full, so to anyone who couldn't be 
bothered making a night of it - stiff, we didn't 
miss you! 
Chris and Evan opened. Their patter was 
terrible - the Irish jokes were inaudible and in-
terminable (note: Alan Grieve has a better collect-
ion, if you're really interested). However, we 
should support our own. It wasn't all bad. The 
mouth-organ playing and the guitar work were 
pretty fair (the "Money" song was the best). But 
the audience was unresponsive — probably due to 
the long, long tuning breaks between items. 
Al Ward: a,beautiful man. His guitar tech-
nique was brilliant and his vocals were superb. He 
could have carried the evening by himself. 
Al Ward doesn't say much, but his music 
says it all for him (he's a composer as well as a 
performer) and one doesn't have to look too hard 
to see how involved he is in his music, I'll think 
about his performance for a long time. 
Jeannie had to be good to outshine Al - and 
she was. The lady sings better every time I hear 
her. I fear she's going to be lost to Australia be-
fore too long Ihough. We're horribly casual about 
our most creative artists until they've made a 
name elsewhere. 
In a word, Jeannie is versatile — one of the 
most flexible performers I've seen on stage - and 
she has a sparkling natural rapport with her aud-
ience which never flags. There are not many per-
formers who can get away ^ih reading other 
people's poetry on stage. She's superb at it, 
Jeannle's renditions of foreign songs, folk 
and otherwise, do not lose the texture of die or-
iginals for having been transported outside their 
time and place. Jeannie is on.-the top of the 
wave of singers who make such songs come within 
everyone's time and place. 
Dory Previn's Scared to be Alone was just as 
moving last Wednesday as It was when I heard it 
a couple Of years ago, and Al Ward's" King Kong 
deserves to be a hit (good lyrics, snappy melody). 
Words on paper can't convey the joyful highs 
and gut-tearing lows.of a Jeannie Lewis concert. 
It's a vety personal experience; you have to.see 
it for yourself. ' j f j . 
. . , . 
rocking horse 
records 
Rowes Arcade, Adelaide St. Brisbane 
Phone 29 5360 
IMPORT RECORDS JET FRESH 
FROM THE U.S.A. 
NEW RELEASES BY:Steve Stmt. PfiH 
, Manxanem, Beach Boyt, Kinks, Ian Hunter, 
JametGang, Hawkwind, Edgar Winter, Bob 
Marley, A verofe White Band and Rolling Stones 
(Made bt the Shade), 
, 
SWEET RHODE ISLAND RED 
Ike& Tina Turner 
United Artists Records L 35327 
The Ike and Tma Turner Revue are first and foremost 
a stage band, whose success is dependent upon the strong 
visual element provided by Tina and tiie Dcettes. Theh 
rivetting tortured vocals and sweaty sexual gyrations are 
designed to excite and their performances could hardly 
be called subtie. 
However, part of the difficulty is that they have to be 
seen to be believed. Without the visuals and stage antics, 
Tina's voice reveals an unexpected hoarseness while Ike • 
and the band produce a comparatively reserved soul shuf-
fle. Half the tracks here have been written by Tma, the 
other five coming from various sources including two 
Stevie Wonder songs, Living for the City; and Higher 
Ground. Unfortunately, tiiese reworks do not bear com- • 
parison with the original, definitive versions. 
Yet this is in effect a typical Turner album (thou^ 
not as good as Nutbush City Limits) employing a sty-
lized clockwork music which has not changed over the 
years. The vocals have always been raspmg and the beat 
always basic and powerful - a tried and proven formu-
la which works well in a concert format. But to produce 
more satisfying albums, they will need to develop more 
credible material. D 
TERRY AND FRANKIE 
Festival Records L 35274 
Originally performed by the author Ian McDougall and 
friends at tiie 1971 Aquarius Festival, tiiis "folk ballad 
rock opera" boasts a pot-pourri of Australian talent in-
cluding Jeannie Lewis, Graham Lowndes, Mike McLellan, 
Kerryn ToUiurst (of "Dingoes") and even Chris Winter 
from the ABC's Room to Move is in there somewhere. 
The story concerns two people who act upon tiie 
desire to change their directionless lives. So they stumble 
their way tiirough unrewarding opal-mining, a train 
smash, the violence and hedonism of a rock festival, 
and eventually find solace in the context of a huge de-
monstration in the streets of Melbourne. 
The worthiness of the experiment is duninislied, de-
spite the assemblage of talent, by dull production and 
the lack of memorable highlights in the material. Also 
the discrepancies between the printed lyrics and those 
on the record do not assist in following the story. As a 
once-only production, it was no doubt of interest and 
of value, but it fails as a record since it is devoid of suf-. 
ficient substance to warrant more than a couple of plays. 
LIVE IN LONDON 
A m o n D u u l I I 
United Artists Records L 35326 
When German rock started to make an impression in 
the early seventies, among the pioneers was Amon Duul 
II who created a flurry of excitement about the new-
found potential of experimental music . Some years later 
now, the enthusiasm has waned to the extent that only a 
few of these bands are still treated seriously. Unfortunat-
ely Amon Duul II have also fallen victun to this attitude 
as a result of the last couple of albums, which were poor-
ly received. Now, after perhaps twelve albums oversea.'i. 
and with their best work apparentiy behmd them, theu: 
records are being released in Australia. 
This live recorduig from 1972 is representative of their 
best material, with the whole of side two derived from 
the classic double Dance of the Lemmings. It was this 
piece, including such marveUous tities as Syntelman's 
March of the Roaring Seventies, Dehypnotized Tooth-
paste, and A Slwrt Stop at the Jhmsylvanian Bmin 
Surgery, which first attracted me to the German pro-
gressive bands. 
Amon Duul II have absorbed Anglo-American rock 
(mainly from the Pink Floyd, Zappa and Velvet Under-
ground strain), and distilled its cold harsh aspects to re-
cycle it as a heavy unconventional rock full of forebod-
uig and paranoia. Renate Knaup-Krotenschwanz's voc-
als are largely unintelligible, seemingly more hnportant 
for mood than for meanhig. The overall alien-ness is re-
inforced by the excellent cover depicting flying saucers 
and Teutonic insect monsters.crushing London. 
For years, Amon Duul II have had a small but dedicat-
ed Australian foUowhig through the import shops and 
this local release will give you an opportunity to find 
out why. D 
WELCOME TO MY NIGHTMARE 
Alice Cooper 
Anchor Records ANCLA 2011 
The reason given for tiie break-up of Alice Cooper 
after the BflUon Dollar Babies tour was to enable the de--
velopment of fresh ideas and for general recuperation. 
However there is littie evidence of substantive change ui 
tiiis solo Cooper album as the now familiar themes of m-
sanity, necrophilia, and deluiquency reappear so that, 
for example, CoU Ethyl and Department of Youth are 
just new versions of I Love the Dead and School's Out. 
The changes which are obvious are attributable to 
tiie present band and the production quality. The new 
band have extensive professiona] experience ranging 
from The Detroit Wheels to Lou Reed's "Rock 'n' Roll 
Animal". The performance by Dick Wagner, Prakash 
John, Whitey Glan et al is excellent. Bob Ezrin's pro-
duction is the usual dense sound but because ofthe grea-
ter resources of time and money (the record bemg made 
over eight montiis for $200,000) efiiects play a more pre-
domuiant role as is instanced by the bizarre trilogy about 
Steven. 
Withm this professionalism, Cooper (whose real name, 
by the way, is Vuice Fumier) finds room for a number of 
novelties. Guest star Vmcent Price as the Curator in 77te 
Black Widow is at first an interesting diversion but after 
a few plays his monologue interrupts the record's flow. 
Secondly, there is a departure from form with tiie inclu-
sion of Only Women Bleed, ostensibly a sympatiietic view 
ofwomen. But as Cooper is no liberationist and has a 
hollywood approach to entertainment, the song must be 
taken with a grain of salt. The prime feature however is 
the element of parody in the music, I think I have identi-
fied specific references to Hendrbc, Bowie, Tubular Bells 
and Tommy and I suspect tiiere are others. 
With this album. Coop (as he now wishes to be called) 
again proves himself to be an able, if theatrical, perform-
er. Certainly, the music is tight and business-like, and on 
that level I enjoyed it far more than previous work, Alice 
Cooper fans however may lament this change from chara-
cteristic rawness to ahnost polished neatness. The unple-
asant horror merchant now wears a tuxedo. D 
Bill Holdsworth 
GASTRONOMiE ' 
THE WAY TO APPRECIATE FOOD 
The actual baking of bread was b^un by the early 
Egyptians and the word "paste" originated io Greece 
and was used to describe a nuxtute of bailey porrklge. 
But the true development of French "patisserie" 
began m 1S5S witiv Henry tiie 2nd's marriage to Catii-
eike de Medici. She brought her Florenthie cooks to 
France with her. Marco Polo (1254 -1324) also trav-
elled with his cooks and on his return to Venice from 
China he brought besides gunpowder (anotiier use for 
salfetie) the recipe for ices, and even more important, 
pasta in its definitive form. Later on the new passion 
for ices led architects to plan special ice stores hi tiie 
castle cellars.^Theice was collated In winter and stored 
jLaibll 'iddniM . .OS 
against the warm season. In a 'good year' it could be us-
' ed for months... But where are the snows of yesterday? 
Imports of crude ice from Norway proved more prac-
tical and less expensive tiian bringuig it down from the 
Alps. The Caesars brouglit their ice from the Appenincs 
i and the kings of France from Sonnefjord, 
It's also important to realise that at this time that tiie 
maize used m France came from Spain. That Sir Walter 
Rdleigh sent Queen Elizabetii I tiie first potato flour and 
the scandal caused by a banquet prevented the propagat-
ion of the tuba. 
The trade in cocoa in the lands of tiie Spanish Church 
was more profitable tiian that of gold. 
Until the 16th century there were collective profession-
al communal and family ovens. In the first case people 
took their pates, taits, roasts and so on to the baker or 
to the communal oven to be baked. The temperature of 
' tiie oven was calculated with this secondary purpose in 
mind. There was even a second baking if there were too 
many dishes waiting to be cooked. 
The vogue for pates wilh or without pastry owed less 
to a general taste for chopped or minced meat tiian to 
the ease and convenience of baking as a method of cook-
ing. One should also remember that bread was not bak-
ed every day. This is a fairly recent custom and indeed 
was only at all common in towns, 
FurUiermore the beginnuig of the 17th century saw 
the appearance of the vertical oven which was invented 
m Chma and brought to the western world through Italy 
and France by Marco Polo. Until modem times these had 
no metal parts because metal was scarce. 
However, the Chinese oven lids are advantageous over 
the western oven it can be heated while tiie food is cook-
ing, although cooking cannot begin until the oven is al-
ready hot. The pieces to be cooked are hung up on hooks 
inside the oven. As in the case of European ovens, tiie 
size of the piece to be cooted and tiie degree of cooking 
required have conditioned the length of the hook (m other 
words its position in the oven). Cooking times, as in tiie 
west are pretty well uniform - a factor of major import-
ance in obth types of oven. 
It is dangerous to open an oven for two reasons: the 
first is the loss of heat, the second is the risk ofa drauglit 
which causes some rising doughs to fall, never to rise again. 
This applied particularly to the canary bread and puff pas-
tries so popular at tiie time. 
Talking of puff pastry, gastronomies have argued for 
a long time about when and by whom it was mvented. 
It is popularly believed to have been discovered by Claude 
Lorrain the painter by accident or as a result of pamstak-
uig research. Two crimes are said to have been committed 
in order to obtain this zealously guarded formula. There 
is also a story of industrial espionage ahead ofits tune, 
where a certain Commissaire San Antonnio, locked hhn-
self m a cupboard. The whole story is embellished and 
complicated by farcical Neapolitan adventures. Puff pas-
try in fact was already known; it's origins were believed 
to be Arabic or more probably Persian. 
It is more Ukely that Claude, by means known only 
to himself was able to discover the secrets and then use 
them to subsequent advantage. 
The seventeenth century was, above all, a period 
which assimilated eveiything from preceding centuries 
where Louis the XIV made a monumental work m the 
history of gastronomic. 
And from tiiiis period remams the teaching; the tast-
ing. 
No food or drink could be served to the king without 
first havmg been tasted by a Courtier. It was not, as today 
a matter of just checking the seasoning or seeuig if a 
wine Was corked; but it was also a matter eosuruig that 
no attempts had been made to poison tiie revered guest. 
During the next transition, 19th centuiy and tiie per-
iod of consolidation at the tum of the century saw a 
quickening in paces. Ptogisss in cultivation and equip-
ment has accelerated faster hi the last ten years titan the 
previous five hundred. 
If Bonaparte had been as great an epicure as were 
Barras and Talleyraud, the already rapid progress of gas-
tronotnie would have been considerably speeded up. 
Plenty of money and a good appetite are not however 
enough to make gastronomie. I think one cannot stress 
• too much tiiat in this context knowledge came tiirou^ 
experience,and even more so, through experiments. I 
have sometimes had to refute the pronouncement of a 
guest about a dish v^en it was clear he wouldn't have 
liked it anyway. It is often difficult to enjoy tasting 
something quite new, classic examples are caviar, snails,' 
Iceland sharks. 
h> our lives the form of love of which we are tiie most 
aware, that which is available to eveiyone is not that of 
Eros Ot of Cupid. Many are symbols which point m this 
direction, not that we need to look for erotism m aphro-
disiacs, but rather hi the most sunple, at times, the most 
humber gesture, the ofTeruig. 
To cook, for oneself is always boring in the end; to 
cook for others, or better still for one another, tiiat is 
certahily an act of love. Believe me tiiere is nb cuisine 
without love. D 
Lee Perinet 
for the French chef 
Coppens de Northland 
books 
BOUND FOR GLORY 
Woody Guthrie 
Picador 
This train don't carry no gamblers, 
Liars, thieves and big shot ramblers; 
This train is bound for glory, 
Thistridnf 
Bound for Gloty Is about the early days of Woody 
Guthrie, the founder of modern American folksinging. 
It tells of his childhood in the small, boom-town of 
Okemah, and about his family, disrupted by the illness 
of his mother, and plagued by poverty. It shows hun gro-
wing up, and finally hittuig the road during the depres-
sion. 
Woody wrote over 1,000 songs between 1936 and 
1954. These songs grew out of the experiences he had, 
and the many people he knew. These places and people 
all come alive m Bound for Glory because he saw Amer-
ica from the open road, and from the doors of box cars 
as they sped across the country and he knew the people 
because he was one of them. He was a seaman, artist and 
actor, a broadcaster arid a guitarist, as well as a folk sin-
ger, who became a spokesman for the down-trodden ev-
erywhere. 
Peter Seeger, in the foreword to the book says, 
"Woodrow Wilson Guthrie was a short, wiry guy with 
a mop of curly hair under a cowbpy hat, as I first saw 
him. He'd stand with his guitar slung on his back, spin-
ning out stories like Will Rogers, with a faint, wry grin. 
Then he'd hitch his guitar around and sing the longest 
long outiaw ballad you ever heard, or some Rabelaisian 
fantasy he'd concocted the day before and might never 
sing again. 
His songs are deceptively simple. Only after they have 
become part of your Ufe do you reaUse how great they 
are. Any damn fool can get complicated, h takes genius 
to attain simplicity. 
A generation of songwriters have learned from him 
- Bob Dylan, Tom Paxton, Phil Ochs and I guess many 
more to come. As we scatter his ashes over the waters I 
can hear Woody hollermg back to us, not only 'So long, 
it's been good to know ya,' but these last words: Take 
it easy - but take it!'" 
Woody's songs have been recorded by other folk sm-
gers - Joan Baez, Peter Paul and Mary, Judy Collins, 
Odetta and many others. They carry on what he started, 
and wliat he learned - "his ear flat agamst the tui roof, 
Ustenuig to the music and singing conung from inside the 
box-car: 
This train don't carry no rustlers, 
Whores, pimps or side-street hustlers; 
Thts train is bound for glory. 
This train. 
Listening - cause them guys is singhig that this train is 
bound for glory, and I'm gonna hug her breast tiU I find 
out where she's bound." Q 
THE ESSENTIAL LENNY BRUCE 
edited by John Cohen 
Panther 
People should be taught What is, not what should 
be. 
Lenny Bruce died from an overdose oflife on August 
3rd, 1966. He called hmiself a satirist, discussing any-
thing that he thought needed discussing or satirizing. 
But, caught too often in the semantic beartrap, he went 
down and then out. Now we have the legend - whose 
"only ofience was tiiat he dared to tcU people the trutii" 
[Ingmar BergmanJ. The trutii spills from the pages of 
this book, just as it spiUed from him; bringuig him four 
obscenity busts; barring him from entering England and 
Australia; makbig lilm bankrupt and finally, giving us a 
dead hero. 
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TTie reason I got busted - arrested - is I picked on 
the wmng god. If I had picked on the god whose replica 
is in the whoopee cushion store - the Tiki god, tlie Haw-
aiian god, those idiots, their dumb god -1 would've been 
cool If I would've picked on the god whose belly is slas-
hed - he's a bank. Chinese, those idiots, their yellow god. 
But I picked on the Western god - the cute god, the In-
god, the Kennedy-god - that's where I screwed up. 
The Essential Lenny Bruce contains his original, un-
expurgated, satirical routines. In chapters such as 'ReUg-
ions Inc.; Catholicism; Christ and Moses; and the Lone 
Ranger' and 'The Good-Good Culture', Lenny Bruce 
takes our sacred cows apart, and then puts them back 
together again with such startUng insight that we must 
be shocked or angered or very afraid". In 'Pills and Shit', 
he talks about the drug scene. He was a junkie, svith 
three narcotics'busts, . 
Oh! I got busted since f've seen you. I'm going to (ay 
tlmt on you first. I got two arrests. One: illegal use and 
possession of dangerous drugs ~ which is a tie They're 
not, they^-efriendly. 
Lenny Brace carried the same cross which we all have 
to carry, but unUke most of us he recognized it for what 
it is. And he tried to teU us, but most of the time people 
just waUced out on hun or locked Wm up. He might have 
been talking about himself when he said -
The next time you see the policeman in a demonstra-
tion, look at him. Look at him and then you realize that 
he's about my age, and he dies for less than four hund-
red dollars a month And he's doing your gig andhe's a 
second-class citizen. And everybody sees him and says, 
That shithead, look at him 'And he's lonesome. Yeah, 
it's a lot of dues. Q 
BOB DYLAN - WRITINGS AND DRAWINGS 
Panther, 1974 
This book contains Dylan's lyrics from Bob Dylan 
to New Morning. It is dedicated to "the magnificent 
Woody Gutiirie who sparked It off. 
It's for everyone who loved and needed Dylan, and 
who did the same hard traveUmg that he did; for anyone 
who'd like a book of good poetry; and as he says him-
self, "for the countiess confused, accused, misused, 
strungout ones and worse, and for every hung-up person 
Ul the whole wide universe," 
Dylan was at the heart of tiie change that so many 
went through. He sang out loud aU our dreams and fail-
ures and fears. Now tiiere seems to be absolutely noth-
uig new to say about Bob Dylan - everyone has talked 
about him at some time. But I really don't have to, his 
own words say it aU. This book of his lyrics and funky 
drawmgs is a precious one to have - probably though it 
is only Part One of tiie Collected Works of Dylan. 
He felt able to say, in New Morning, tiiat he was "So 
happy just to be aUve, underneatii the sky of blue, on 
tills new morning with you." But already he's moved 
on, with new songs for us, new words to be put down, 
and new directions for anybody who cares to listen and 
try them. 
Well, for me It's all just reinforcing those images in 
my head that were there tfiat don't die, that will be 
there tomorrow, and in doing so for myself hopefully 
also for other people, D 
Vicki Noble 
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lou reed 
erythuig but include some mside the record, which is 
really like, y'know, there's nothirtg illegal about telliiig 
you about the books. But those are heavy books, like 
Remingtons Huitmaceutical Sciences which is the one 
io get, is 30 bucks, I mean it weighs around 50 pounds, 
/s//wr flw Q?u/w//ie«//o (unintelligible) 
No, what it is is the pharmacopia of the formula pedlars, 
which is kuideigarten stuff* and everythmg. What Fm say-
ing to you is. Remingtons Pharmaceutical is all of that 
plus things you wouldn't dream of. How to make it your-
self. Where to get the materials from. In other words, you 
go to a store and you say I'd like a pad m^de up for Ut 
John Smuck you know, you get John Smuck and a letter 
head and stationery, you mail it off to anyone of the com-
pany's listed, say I need this and this and this and that's 
that. 
Jude: Ah, can we finish there Peter? 
Oh Jude, I can't finish on a downer! 
Oh, alright Lou. 
Downers are vety, ah, ym or yang whichever one is the 
chick, y'know, ah very non-productive, Tiiat's my own • 
personal opmion, y'know Fm yet to meet anyone who 
takes downers who can do anythuig except maybe kind 
of drool and crawl around the floor. You know, but 
that's fine for chicks. 
What about acid? 
Acid is marijuana multiplied, it's boring! 
Yeah, that's what Dylan said. 
I don't give a fuck what Dylan said, I mean it'makes me 
feel bad that he sud that 'coz he might be agreeuig with 
me, but who cares what I thmk about drugs? You each 
take your own. Do what ever you want, just don't get 
caught and I'm telluig you how not to get caught be-
cause I've had opportunities to mvestigate various things. 
I mean tiiere's a lot of advantages playuig rock n* roll 
and playing unreersities where they have a medical book 
centre and tiiey say oh! Lou Reed and I say, haha, yes. 
Where's tiie Merc uidex and the Merc manual. So I have 
the formulary and the pharmacopia, getting a PDRF to 
1969 is kind of pouitiess because anything In it's been 
banned since tiien and isn't ui there plus Remingtons has 
everytiih^i You need Jokos, knock yourselJF out, write 
away to them, want to know where the Overfrual factory 
is? It's in Dalley Street. How do you fmd out? You look-
ed it up m the back m the uidex. What does sig mean on 
a jresCTiption, how do you write repeat in Lathi. It dep-
ends hovv serious you are about a very serious subject. 
At which point, we gave him over to Channel 0! 
Thanks to StephertCharlesworth, Rock Editor, . 
Farrago - Melbourne University; Paul Duve; Laurie McRae, 
Bronvi^n and assorted other fellow travellers. 
Peter Poynton 
film and video workshops 
Umon Council at its last meeting rati-
fied the establishment of the Union Film 
and Video Unit and as a result all Union 
members arc now notified that they are 
eligible to participate in the unit's propo-
sed workshops as weU as use the equip-
ment whenever it'is available. 
The Workshops will most likely com-
mence duruig the period 18 > 30 August. 
They will be held weekly from then on 
and hopefully will be free. If too many 
students initially wish to participate dur-
ing this semester, then either extra times 
and workshops will be arranged (if poss-
ible) or private instruction will be provi-
ded by.the Unit's personnel whenever 
time permits. More final details on all 
the arrangements will be publicised on 
Union Notice Boards and in leaflets as 
well as in Activities office, 1st Floor, 
Union Builduig. 
For those who also wish to leam film-
makmg possibly to go to complement 
their video skUfa, then they can join the 
8mm Rim-making workshops which will 
be conducted by Union Activities Com-
mittee most likely on Thursdays from 
early September. These workshops will 
involve payment of a small fee and some 
fUm costs. However the costs are no hig-
her than for still photography. (If a fee 
is necessary for the Video workshops then 
this too wUl be as reasonable as possible) 
Information on the E^m-making ' 
Workshops can be gained from Activities 
Office, 1st Floor Union Building, Appli-
cation forms are also available from the 
Office. 
For those wishing to partake m the 
Video Workshops the procedure to be 
pursued is as follows; 
Leave your name, address lor any 
easy point of contact) and telephone 
number at Union Office hi an envelope 
marked Union Video Unit Workshops. 
In addition, please supply as fully as . . 
you carl details of (a) the particular 
applications or uses for video that you 
have hi mind for yourself or vour group. 
(There will be very littie restriction liere) 
(b) Suitable days and (two hour) periods 
within these during which you could at-
tend workshops. 
(c) any previous experience (none is nec-
essary). 
The planning for the workshops will 
be modified according to what is disclo-
asd by this uiformation. 
Bntce Dickson, 
InterUn Fibn & Video Unit Director. 
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finagl^ laws 
The enthe generation of younger technologists seems 
to be wholly unaware (lunchroom hearsay notwithstand-
mg) of the existential attributes that shape science. The 
fault lies squarely in a series of unfortunate deficiencies 
in the published literature tiiat deals with these attributes 
(which, in formal epistemology are referred to as the 
Laws of Finagle, after Artemus Fainaiguil, the eariy Irish 
natural philosopher). For example, the last intelligible re-
ference to the Laws appeared as long ago as 1958 (I), in 
the April issue ofthe Journal of Product Engineering (!). 
Moreover, this trifling communication must be regarded 
as little more than an incomplete preliminary draft. A' 
more recent formulation is believed to have been printed 
in the ZeitschriftfurWissenschaftlicheEinsobermann-
schaften, Jena, Winter 1966. But that tedious monograph 
is written in Minoan.pictographs so no one is certaui 
tiiat it in fact deals with Finagle's laws. y 
Thus, in furtherance of well-Informed technology, it 
now seems desirable to present the Laws m their com-
plete authoritative form. The following is the present off-
icial version. 
, First Law (as derived from the Book of Job and the 
later Second Law of Thermodynamics): Anythmg that 
can go wrong will. 
Corollary 1; No matter what the result, there is al-
ways someone eager to misinterpret it. 
Corollary 2: No matter what occurs, there Is always 
someone who believes it happened according to his pet 
theory. 
Second Law: In any collection of data, the entity 
that is most obviously correct, is the mistake. 
Corollary I: No one of whom help is asked will see 
the mistake. 
Corollary 2: Everyone of whom help is not asked will 
see the mistake immediately, , 
• Thhd Law: Experiments must be reproducfele; tiiey 
must all fail in the same way. 
Corollary 1: First write the paper. Then insert the 
data. 
Corollary 2: Technical brlllance Is directly proportion-
al to equipment ruined. 
Corollary 3: In case of doubt, make it sound convin-
cuig. 
Present 
Official Formulation 
"In any problem, if oiio iinds oneself 
doing an unending amount of work, the 
answer can be obtained by inspection " 
Artomus Fainaiguil 
Fourth Law (or Law ofthe Imperative): Do not be-
lieve in miracles; rely on them. 
Fifth Law: Information necessitating changes ui ex-
perimental design will be found in the lilerature only aft-
ter the experiment has been cornpleted. 
Corollary I: In sunple cases (i.e. all cases), where one 
obvious right way is opposed to one obvious wrong way, 
it is smarter to choose the wrong way right off. This puts 
you one step ahead of choosing the right way, which 
turns out to be the wrong way in any case. 
Corollary 2: The more innocuous a change of experi-
mental plans appears to be at first, tiie more tiie plans 
will have to be changed. Therefore it is always better not 
to change anythmg. 
Corollary 3: When all parameters are finally used as 
tiiey are, uistead of as they were meant to be, it is always 
simpler to start all over.. 
Corollary 4: In any problem if one finds oneself domg 
an unending amount of work, the answer can be obtained 
by hispection. 
Sfattii Law: (The Sunday Blue Law) In computing any 
kmd of data, no figures can be totalled correctiy after 
3 pm Friday. 
Corollary 1: If data are given to one-hundredth or less 
of any unit, they cannot be totalled at all. 
Corollary 2: The correct result is always self-evident 
at 10.15 Monday morning. 
Seventii Law: After adding two weeks to a procure-
ment schedule for unexpected delays, add two more 
weeks for the unexpected delays) 
Eighth Law: (tiie original Law Finagle's Factor) In 
' complex cases (i,e, all cases), any measured variable X 
can be made to agree wilh theory X' by :simple addilion 
of the Finagle factor Kl 
X' = K l + X 
Derivative 1 (Diddle's Factor): Whenever tiie Finagle 
factor Kl does not produce agreement between theory 
and measurement, Diddle's factor Kd will; it is used as a 
coefficient for the measured variable: 
X' = Kl+KdX 
Derivative 2 (Fudge's Factor): Whenever both the 
Finagle and Diddle factors prove inadequate the situation 
may be saved by means of Fudge's factor Kfu which mul-
tiplies the quadratic term: 
X' = Kl+KdX + KfuX2 
(Note: the last two terms in the above equation ob-
viously become negligible in entiiusiastic summary reports 
of results, and in any case it is not good form to include 
them in pubUshed accounts. This makes theory elegantly 
equivalent to the pure Finagle constant and so makes your 
report independent of measurements, as it should be.) 
Nuitii Law: (the last Cosmic Axiom) Science is trutii; 
do no be misled by facts. 
Tenth Law: There are more horses' legs than horses; 
HAyH is everywhere greater than unity. 
Paul Welz 
The Jotirnal ot College Science Teact)lng;December 1972 
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